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bank, and connected with other large
business enterprises, died today of
pneumonia. He was 70 years of age.

IE.

heifers, $2.505.50; canners, $1.25
2.30; bulls. $2.604.CB; calves. $2.G0
7.25; Texas fed steers. $4 5.50.
Sheet) Receipts, 21.000 head; sheep
strong; lambs 10c higher; good to
choice wetners. $4.30(25.20; fair to
choice mixed. $3.70ff?4.50:
western
sheep, $t5.45; native lambs, $a
6.15; western lambs, $55.90.
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FAVORABLk. REPORT.

Madrid Coal Mine Near
Cerrillos Burning.
Extremely Cold Weather Felt
at Chicago.
Gen. Funston

Operated on at
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Waterbury, Conn., Has
Conflagration.

STORM AND WRECKS.

IN MEXICO.
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Cold Is Intense

BURIAL OF THE

at Many Flaces
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Forty Knights of Columbus were In
itiated yesterday at Columbo hall by
Grand Knight John H. Reddln and his
deputies.
It has been just two weeks since
movement was started to establish a
Council of Knights In Albuquerque.
Saturday night at a meeting which
was held in Mayor Marron's office, the
following officers were elected to pre
side over the local lodge:
Grand Knight O .N. Marron.
Deputy Grand Knight P. F. Me

City of Chicago Is Visited By Another
Cold Wave.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 3. Chicago suf
fered severely from a cold wave to
day, The mercury at 7 o'clock being 6
degrees below zero, ana at 1 o'clock
2 below. An inmate of the Old People's
home was frozen to death. John R.
Davis, of Glenvll'e, 111., was taken to
the hospital with his hands so badly
frozen that amputation may be neces
sary. At the county hospital it was Canna.
said that "Young Grlffo," the young
Chancellor E. V. Chaves.
pugilist, whose hands and feet were
Warden John Beaven.
frozen last night, was in a serious con
Recorder D. A. Macpherson.

dition.

He Is Operated On at Kansas City for
Appendicitis.
Karsaa City, Mo., Feb'. 3. Gen. Frederick Funston was operated on today
at Scarrlt's hospital by Dr. E. F. Rob- inson. The wound of the original oper
ation for appendicitis had not healed
as the physicians believed it should,
and a second operation was decided
upon. Dr. Robinson stated that the

general had undergone the ordeal In a
satistactory manner and he believed
that the outcome would be what is de
sired.
Mine Explosion In Mexico.
San Antonio, Texas. Feb. 3. Tbere
were 106 miners working in the Hon
do, Mexico, mine when the explosion
occurred, all of whom are known to be
dead. The majority arc Mexicans and
Chinese. The explosion was caused
by striking a gas pocket.

Financial Secretary Charles White
Treasurer E. G. Garcia.
Lecturer John H. Ol'.phant.
Advocate John O'Brien.
Inside Guardian A. Gargan.
Outside Guardian Robert Archer,
Trustees
J. S. Creegan, Martin
Tierney,. H. S. Knight.
The initiation ceremonies began
yesterday 'afternoon shortly after 1
o'clock and lasted until almost 11, the
work being done by the following visiting Knights: First degree by John
H. Reddln, G. K.; John D. Rodgers,

WILL

S

Tall Missouri

MARRY.

Woman is Engaged

to

the "Montana Cowboy."
Helena, Mont., Feb. 3. A marriage
between the largest man and woman in
the United Stateh, if not in the world,
will take place at Helena or Butte,
within the next few weeks.
The contracting parties are Miss
Ella Murray of Missouri, 8 feet 1 inch
in height, welshing something over 400
pounds, and Edward Beaupre, "The
Montana Cowloy," who tips the scales
at 3C7 pounds and is 8 feet in height.
A party of Beaupre's friends assembled at a local hotel and decided to
write to Mies Murray about Beaupre.
They have received a favorable reply
from her, and Beaupre has agreed to
the proposition. Beaupre is a Montana
boy by Mrth, Is 21 years old, and has
never been out of the state.
MRS. SOFFEL.

Her Condition Is Unchanged and Sne
Msy Recover.
Pittsburg. Pa.. Feb. 3. Dispatches
from the Butler hospital this morning
state that Mrs. Si'ffel's condition is
She has written to a prominent Pittsburg attorney to engage hi3
so: vices for her defense. The prison
beard is satisfied that Mrs. Soffel bad
assistance within the prison.
Supreme Court.

Washington, D. C Feb. 3. The
Vnited States supreme ourt adjourned to lay until Fehruaiy 24, and did
not announce a dlcislon in the NortW
ern Pacific merger cose.
Dead.
St. Louis. Feb. 3. George A. Baker,
president of the Continental National

.

tonitis, set in with alarming. symptoms
and could not be checked. Yesterday
Off morning at a little before 10 o'clock,

the end came.

Miss Allison was 21 years old and
was born at Las Vegas. At an early
age she went to California, where she
BUZZARD IN NORTHE N NEW YORK.
attended school until four years ago,
when she came to Albuquerque to iive
her brothers, Hugh M. and FletchOOOOOClO0ODOCiDwD a with
er J. Allison, who, with her father, are
0 Dubuque, Iowa, Feb. 3. A rear- - O left to mourn the Iocs of a loving sis0, end collision this morning on the 0 ter, and daughter.
O Illinois Central ' road at Apple 0
Miss Allison was very popular and
0 River, 111.', resulted In the death of 0 had a host of friends. She was a mem
0 four stockmen, while six were se- - 0 ber of the Degree of Honor, A. O. U.
0 riou8ly injured. The dead are:M. 0 W. and the Guards' auxiliary, .all of
0 C. Lawler, Wall Lake, Iowa; H. F. 0 whom attended the funeral in separ
Pancake, Wall Lake, Iowa; Chris. 0 ate liodies.
0 Ferndon, Stansgar, Iowa; C. R 0 Interment was made at Fairview
0 Blunt, Charles City, Iowa. W. 0 cemetery. The pall bearers were Ed.
0 Cameron, Dundee, 111., Is not 'ex- - 0 S. Harsch, Joseph Bowdlch, Thomas
0 McElvaine, Forest Parker, Frank Yott
0 pected to live.
The trainmen heard the second 0 and J. H. Shuffiebarger.
0 train approaching and jumned. 0
0 Tho stockmen were all asleep 0
GOVERNOR OTERO.
0 when the collision occurred. 0
0 Death and injuries resulting from 0
0 Sworn in for the Third Time at
0 being crushed.

a

of Missouri Pacific.

St. Louis, Feb. 3. In a circular Is
sued by General Manager Russell
Harding, of the Missouri Pacific, D.
Hardy is appointed general superintendent of that toad and Its leased and
operated lines In Missouri, Kansas,
Nenracka and Colorado, with head
quarters at St. Louis, vice H. G. Clark,
resigned.

DEATH IN FLAMES.

Fre

'

Near Kingman.

0

0

00000000U0 000000H00

Santa Fe Saturday.

SI cAMER STRANDED.

ONE MAN ESCAPED DEATH.

Big Ocean Steamship Wrecked on the

dered homeless.
At 8:30 the entire fire department
was on duty, the danger being by no
means nassed. The Scovil house Is
still burning, and the adjoining build
lngs are in danger.
New York. Feb. 3. It is estimated
that the fire at Waterbury, Conn., will
D. G. K.; R. L. Hay den, C; M. C. Dol-a- cost the leading insurance companies
W. Second degree by John H. of this city about $1,500,000. Practlc- Reddln, G. K. and Joseph Newman, Jr. lly every company is affected.
About 5 o'clock, after the work of
BIG STORM.
the second degree was finished, the
social part of the affair took place. New York City Swept By a Terrific
A sumptuous supper was provided and
Wind Storm.
the sideboard was well supplied with
New York, Feb. 3. A strong pale
pure Havanas and drinkables of var from the northwest, which began last
ious brands. Two hours were spent evenlr.g, continued through the night
in social session during which time The maximum velocity of the wind
toasts were made and witty stories was sixty-fivmiles an hour. At 9
were enjoyed.
miles. The tugs
a. m. it was fifty-siThe third degree was given by John John E. Bcrwind and E. S. Atwood
H. Reddin, territorial deputy and Su- were sent to the stranded
steamer
preme Knight, and selected staff.
Cavour at Long Beach, yesterday, were
After the degree work was finished unable to return to port and both sank
the officers of the local council were about eleven miles east of Sandy Hook
Installed and instructed in their work llghtrfhip. The crew wero rescued by
by Mr. Reddin, which made the organ- the German steamer Barcelona. Numization of the Knights of Columbus erous shipwrecks are reported, but
In Albuquerque
complete.
nothing is known as to the lots of 'ife.
The visiting Knights and party left The steamship Cavour, which stranded
on the 11:50 train for Denver, after several days ago off Long Beach, L. I.,
having been out Just thirty days in weathered the gale well. No effort
which time the following Councils of will be made to pull her off until the
the Knights of Columbus were estab weather is settled.
lished: Cripple Creek, Salt Lake City,
Burial of the Biddies.
San Francisco, ja Angeles and AlPittsburg. Pa., Feb. 3. The remains
buquerque, showing tthejapld growth
of Edward and John Biddle, dead
of the popuiar fraternity.
bandits, arrived this morning and were
at once taken to the morgue. They
CHARGES OF BRIBERY.
will be turned over to their brother,
Judge Gives Scathing Charge to St Harry Bidcilo, who will bury them in
South Side cemetery.
Louis Grand Jury.
St. Louis, Feb. 3. In a scathing
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
charge to the Febiuary grand Jury just
empaneled, whicn will be oidered to
Kansas City Live Stock.
continue the investigation beun y a
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 3. Cattle
previous b"dy into charges of bribery Receipts, 5,000 head; market steady;
In connection with the St. Louis & nativa steer?, $4. 851 G.5(; Texas and
Suburban railway legislation, Jiw'ge Indian steers, $4.25i 5.25; Texas cows.
O'Neill Ryan declared tliat the crime $2.5ii(0 4. 2i; native cows and
was a menace to civic and political $31(5.25. stackers ami feeders, $3.2' ft
lire. '"It is anarchy," I he Juge said, 4.S3; hulls, $3&4.SO;
calves, $4.Di&
"for it strikes an insidious and deadly C.50.
blow at government."
Sheep Receipts, l.Oiio bead; market
muttoi s, $li 4.80; laiiils, f5.5'
Holding Conference.
(fiC; range wcth-is$4.25T! 4.70 ; ews,
minThe Hagm?. Feb. 3. The British
4.50.
$lfi
ister to the Netherlands. Sir Henry
Howard, had a long conference today
Chicago Live Stock,
with the minister of foreign affairs, 'Chicago. III., Feb. 3. Cattle
Von Linden, and the prenier. relpts, 22,Ooo head; market steady;
Dr. Kuyper, on the subject of the notes goo dto prime steers, $6.5(i(ft7.25; poor
exc hanged between the Dutch and Brit-- to medium, $4iti; Blockers and feed-is'era, $2.256 4.50; cows, $1.25&5.25;
governments.
x
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Last Sunday night, at the old Santa
Fe pumphouse, one mile south of King
man, two men met a horrluie death and
one other was so badly burned that It
was at first thought he could not re
cover. The men were hobos and had
been using the building as a camping
place ior a day or two when the trag
edy occurred. From the statement of
the survivor the men had eaten their
supper and after talking for "some time
built up a rousing fire in the building
and laid down to sleep. How long they
slept George Williams, the survivor, is
unable to state, but when fie awoke he
was a mass of flames. He made a fran
tic effort to get out one of the windows
but the wind was driving the flames In
that direction and he managed to get
out at one of the other windows. As
he was getting out he saw a struggling
mass in the corner where the other two
men had gone to sleep and called to
them but got no reply. As soon as he
got out of the burning building he ran
off tnlrty or forty feet and tore off his
burning clothing, although the flesh
fell from his hands while doing so.
Not seeing anything of his companions
he made bis way in the direction of
town the best way he could. When
about three hundred yards frctn town
he was met by Officer Templemen, who
had been attracted in the direction of
the pumphouse by the bright light
made by the burning building. He at
once took the unfortunate man to town
and called Dr. Cowle.who had the man
removed to the hospital. The officer
then went to the pumphouse and
found the building in ruins and In the
still burning debris the charred remains of two human beings were
The coroner was notified
and an inquest held. The names of the
two unfortunate men could not be ascertained. Williams stated that he
believed the name of one of the men to
have been McMillln or McMullen,
whose home was somewhere on the
I'acific coast, and that the other man
was a German, whose home was in
Iowa. The two nun were not more
years of age. Wilthan twenty-twliams stated that they have been together Put two days and had come here
from Needles. The remains of the unfortunate men were Interred In the
Kingman graveyard.
Williams, while suffering greatly, is
gf tt'ng along satisfactorily and will
recover, but may be crippled for life,
lie claims to be a harness maker and,
judging from his manner cf speech, U
o

possessed of a good English education.

Steamer Wrecked.
Philadelphia. Feb. 3. The Reedy
pjlfind reporting station notifies the
maritime exohmge that the steamship
Drumiiiond, of Philadelphia, for St.
Tl.onns, Is aground on Dan Baker
shoals, Delaware Bay, fifty miles below this city.
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Yesterday and Burial In
Fairview Today.
The funeral of Miss Ruth Goodrich
Allison took place this afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Johnson, 310 West
Silver avenue, Rev, Harwood officiatHer Death

ing.

44.
Superintendent

Two Tramps Roasted Alive in a

Chieftain.

British' Steamer Stranded on It has been less than a week since
the deceased first complained of feelNew Jersey Coast.
ing ilL The dreaded disease, peri-

steady at 2i per cent. Prime mer
Silver, 55.
cantile paper,

e

EIGHT-FOOTER-

WRECK.

Several Cattle Men are
Killed and Injured.

New York Money.
New York, Feb. 3. Money on. call

,

.

GEN. FUNSTON.

BROTHERS.

Waterbury, Conn., Feb. 3. For ten
hours last night and this morning.
flames fanned by a high wind, held
sway over the business portion of this
city, causing a loss that will exceed
13,000,000.
The best business portion
of the city, forming a triangle bounded on the north by Exchange Place, on
the west by Bank street, south by
Grand street, and cast by South Main
stroet.'is almost wiped out. First the
fire started in the big store of the
Reid & Hughes Dry Goods company,
About the time the
on Bank street.
firemen supposed they had the flames
under control, a Eecond fire broke out,
In the Scovil house, the city's leading
hotel, and it was completely wrecked.
Occupants of the hotel were forced to
seek the street in their night clothes.
There was a fierce gale and sparks
from the burning hotel were driven In
Ehowers over a gieat area. Although
the Waterbury fire department was reinforced from nearby cities, it was for
a time impossible to stay the progress
of the flames. The fire burned over
four acres of the city's best business
section. Among the prominent buildings destroyed are the block occupied
by the rteid & Hughes Dry Goods com
pany, the plant of the Waterbury Am
erican, the' Masonic Temple, Scovil
and Franklin houses, W. L. Douglas
Shoe company. Johnson block, Salva
tion Army worklngmen's home. "Alout
100 of the most prominent business
houses were burned out. During the
night the mayor was In communication
with Governor McLean, and the militia
was called out to patrol the city.
Details of guardsmen are changed
every two hours, and the city is pracThe artically under martial law.
mory, city hall, the churches and public places have been turned Into temporary shelter, hundreds being ren-

O

COLD WEATHER.

BIDDLE

In

Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Fel. 3. Uttle
O snow has fallen in this section of the
O Special to The Citizen.
O
Cerrillos, Feb. 3. Fire broke O state, but the high wind has done conO out in the Cook & White mine at O siderable damage to the wires. Re
O Madrid, Saturday night, caused O ports from the coal regions state
O by a lamp coming in contact with O the cold is intense, in many places the
O mercury having fallen thirty degrees
O a canvas brattice.
O There were nix men In the en- - O in twelve hours. A schooner went
O try at the time, four of whom es- - O aground during the night near the big
O caped. Two Italians, one named O steamship Claverdale, on the Brl;an
O BrutQ, the other unknown, un- - O tine skoals.
O doubtedly perished, notwlthstand- - O
O ing vigorous efforts to save them. O
OF COLUMBUS.
O
The fire has spread to the slope O KNIGHTS
O and fighting it has been discon- - O
O tinned.
The entrance has been O
O closed, the fans stopped and sev- - O Officers of the New Order Chosen
O enty gallons of water per minute O
Last Saturday Night.
O is being pumped in to tiood the O
O mine. This will take three or O
O INITIATED SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
O four days.

o

$3,000,000.

two hundred years old, but is just
starting out to be a city. Pueblo
MISS RUTH ALLISON.

Chicago Grain.
Chicago, 111.. Feb. 3. Wheat Feb.,
75V6c; May, 76 Vc.
Corn Feb., Clc; May, 63T4G4c.
Oats Feb., 43c; May. 44c.
Pork Feb.. $15.65; May, $15.87M:.
Lard Feb., $9.27 4: May. $9.45.
Ribs Feb., $8.30; May, $3.45.

The Loss Estimated at Over
.

M.

free list, as an amendment to the tea
French Ship Lost in the Hce
repeal section. The amendment was
Over New York
8t Louis Wool.
defeated by a vote of 6 to 7, Babcock, Big Storm Sweeps
Ireland Coast.
'
i'awney and all the democrats voting
St Louis,' Feb. 3. Wool Steady;
City Last Night.
territory and western medium, 16
in the affirmative.
18c; fine, 1217c; coarse, 12lGc.

Kan-

sas City for Appendicitis.
MINE EXPLOSION

Committee Favor Repeat of Spanish-.- !
American War Taxes.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 3. The
ways and means committee of the
horse, by unanimous vote today, ordered a favorable report on the war
tax reduction bill. The surprise occurred when Representative Dabcock,
republican, offered his bill largely reducing the duties on the steel schedule
and placing some of the articles on the

NUMBER 62

h

j

RECEPTION AND BALL.

Atlantic Coast

Atlantic City, Feb. 3. There is no
change in the position of the British
steamship Claverdale, which stranded
on Brigantine shoal in a dense fog yes
terday. High wind prevails, and the
wrecking tugs have not been able to
render any assistance to the distressed
vessel. It In probable that It will le
necessary to remove the cargo before
The Claverdaleshe can be floated.
was bound from China and Japan for
New ork with a cargo valued at 2.- 500,000, consisting of 4,000 tons of tea
and 3.000 tons of general cargo. The
crew of men remains aboard, and thou
sands of visitors are viewing the un
nsual spectacle cf a great steamship
lying almost out of water.

-

FRENCH STEAMER LOST.

Wrecked

n

the Ice

Off

the Coast of

Iceland.
London, Feb 3. The steam trawler,
Anlaby. with a crew of twelve belong'
ing to Hull, has been lost in a snow
storm off Iceland.
The first office of the French ship
Chanaral was landed at Falmouth to
day. He is the sole survivor of a crew
men on the vessel, which
of twenty-twwas capsized off Ushant. The Italian
bark, Solano, was wrecked off Sicily
o

islands.
The Chanaral left Nantes, France,
January 30, and encountered a heavy
gale, during which three of her boats
were smashed. The ballast shifted and
the ship capsized. The mate and five
men had launched the remaining boat,
but this also capsized and five men
were drowned. The mate clung to the
boat's keel and righted her. The boat
afterward overturned several times.
but the mate held on and was picked
un after being twelve hours in the
water. He is in a critical condition.
I

FEARFUL BLIZZARD.

Northern New Yoik Swept
tive Storm.
Malone. N.

Y

Feb.

3.

By

Destruc

No Btorm of

Hurley, and were brought to Santa Fe
in the superintendent's private car.
At Las Vegas Miss. La. Rue Joined. the
party and went over to Santa Fe with
it. At' Raton, Wagon Mouud and Las
Vegas there were .large crowds at the
stations who welcomed Governor and
Mrs. Otero back home in a most hearty
fashion.
The train arrived at 9 o'clock Friday
evening In Santa Fe and the party was
met by the general committee on arrangements, by the band of the First
regiment of the national guard of the
territory and a large concourse of enthusiastic citizens. Amidst loud cheering and banu playing the gubernatorial
party was escorted to the executive
mansion, Where for an hour or two an
informal reception was held, the jus- tlces of the supreme court, territorial
officials and many citizens paying their
respects and extending their hearty
greetings and congratulations to Governor and Mrs. Otero,
During Saturday forenoon many citizens called at the executive mansion
and expressed their gratification and
congratulations at the governor's reappointment and confirmation. At 3
o'clock Saturday afternoon Governor
Otero had the oath of office administered to him as governor of New Mexico
under his new commission dated January 28, 1902, by Chief Justice W. J.
Mills, all the associate justices, federal and territorial officials, members of
the supreme court bar and many citizens, among them a number of ladles,
being present. The ceremony was very
simple, but extremely expressive and
dignified. There were no speeches on
the occasion.
The public reception, tendered by
the citizens of the capital city, was
held Saturday evening at the Palace
hotel from 8 to 10 o'clock. From 10 to
12 there was dancing in the spacious
dining room of the hotel, and at 11:30
refreshments were served to the

....

recent years in northern New York
reached such proportions as the one
now prevailing.
Tho storm com
menced on Sunday and in less than
elcht hours three feet of sr.ow had guest3.
fallen. Tho wind is blowing a gale.
The entire affair from the arrival of
Utica. N. Y.. Feb. 3. A fearful bli. Governor Otero on Friday evening unpre
central
northern
in
vail3
and
zard
til the end of the dance Saturday
New York. Railroads are tied ui.
night was unostentatious and of a quiet
Rochester, N. Y Feb. 3. Rochester character, as it was considered that
is snow bound.
the governor having been sworn in and
inaugurated in June last after reapProceedings of the. Senate.
pointment to be executive of the terri3.
I).
Mr.
Hale
Washington,
C, Feb.
reported the urgent deficiency bill, and tory of New Mexico, such would be the
gave police to call it up tomorrow. proper course.
t.t ti e bill to Increase
Consi
TERRITORIAL
SUPREME COURT.
the salaried of Judges of the United
State courts vas rearmed.
Covernor Otero Sworn In No Other
At 2 o'clock the Philippine tariff ill
Business of Importance.
was taken up.
The justices of the territorial supreme court were in consultation SatHO I' si:.
urday forenoon in a cane that had been
Washington, D. C. Feb. 3. Under submitted
to the court and taken unterms of the special order adopted Fri- der advisement.
upon
today
entered
day, the house
"The court met at 2 o'clock and disconsideration of he oleomargarine posed
of business of some mention.
bill.

Mine Officials.
Council Bluffs. Iowa, Feb. 3. The an- juial meeting of the Portland Gold Min- in?? company was held today at the
otiice of Ross & Ross, in this c ity. The
Evidence of Prosperity.
old directors and old officers, including
One of the evidences of New Mexico
James Mr Burns, president, were re-- prosperity is the handsome improveelected.
ment of the Albuquerque Citizen, making it one of the mot attractive and
New York Metal.
metropolitan dally papers in the west.
New York, Feb. 3. Coppor-1- 2 Strong; It is evident that Albuquerque is making a new growth. The town is over
Vic Lead Quiet; $4.10.
1

Governor and Mrs. M. A. Otero and
son, Miguel, upon rescuing the Colorado state line Friday were met by
General Superintendent J. E. Hurley,
of the Santa Fe railway,' and Mrs.

At 3:30 o'clock Governor Otero

ap-

peared In the supreme court chamber
and 'the oath of office was administered to him by Chief Justice Mills in the
presence of the entire bench,' court officials, members of the bar and other
citizens, among whom there was qu'te
a number of ladieB. The court then adjourned to April 24, 1902.

'

'

--

THE ALHUQUEttQUE DAILY CITIZEN, MONDAY FEBRUARY 3, 1902
CKL.rivnM2QQOQOQaOOOvOO

Baptists In the .United States, seventeen kinds of Methodists, twelve kinds
of Presbyterians,, twenty-twkinds of
Lutherans, six kinds of Adventlsts,
and so on. Besides the Roman Catholics, there are Polish Catholics. Old
Catholics,
Reformed Catholics and
perhaps other kinds.
It Is worth noting that none of the
great Christian bodies that have split
has gone entirely Into small fragments.
Take the Methodists, for example, and
we find one Immense Rnd another very
large body. They are not quarreling
or backbiting, but working separately
for a common purpose. And all of the
seventeen kinds "are but parts of one
stupendous whole." The Citizen does
not regard the multiplicity of sects
and their subdivision as a serious misfortune. It Is highly improbable that
a compact union of all
sects into one great church would be a
happy consummation. Competition In
good works is assured by the present
situation.
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ALL PERIODICALS
;

'
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EASTERN PAPERS
STATIONERY, Etc

SCHOOL BOOKS

Send us your orders for the New Year.

int
o1
o1

g:
o
g:
o
g
o
o

O. A. MATSCN.

W. Pallrnnd Ave

&

CO

,

Albuaueraue. New Mex

B H BR1GG5& Co.
Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubier Supplies,
Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.
Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.

o
o

THE LAST SPIKE.

o

o1

Corner Gold Avenue and First Street

IBS

of;

USUI (IMEAfi
UPWARDS OF:

TWO THOUSAND PIECES
All Samples and No Two Alike

Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive
It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to be Duplicated

Rock Island Short Line
Finished and Everybody Happy.
The El Paso News of last Saturday
town for the same money or less. 1 is puulished the following
jlbuqUtrCUr TLUtlllJ Uirijfl) the duty of every community to help tory
dispatch:
Its members; they live In It, pay taxes
Rosa. N. M., Feb. 1. The last
Santa
HUGHES & McCRElGHT, Publishers and help In every way to Its upbuildpike was driven at 10:30 o'clock this
every
and betterment, while
dollar morning.
Editor ing
Thos. Hughes
sent away helps build up some other
Connection was made between the
Mgr.
McCrelght,
City
Ed
and
T.
W.
town.
El Paso-RocIsland and the great
Rock Island routes at Santa Rosa,
Published Daily and Weekly.
GOOD PAPER.
M.
The White Oaks Eagle says: "The
Less than one year ago Ihls connec
Aibuquerque Citizen has changed its tion was surveyed and over 400 miles
now being one of
dress and make-up- ,
Associated Press afternoon dispatches the neatest and best edited journals of track have been built in the Interim.
El Paso Is now the gateway of tue
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Copies of this paper may be found perous, ehU?"
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for
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When your
head aches and

STOCK NOTES
The stockmen of southwestern Texas are elated over the rain which fell
there a few days ago.
Hal Kerr of Cambray was In Las
Cruces last week.
He Is talking of
moving his cattle up the river near Ft.
Selden.
The demand for feeders in Kansas
and Missouri is brisk, owing to the
mild weather that has prevailed during
the season.
C. R. Randall, of Manzanola. Colo.,
shipped from San Marcial 2.100 lambs
purchased of Ramon Montoya.
The
top price was paid, about $1.75 per

Farm: A friend of ours In El Paso
county bought in five Arizona heifers
four years ago, at $13.60 each. He
has sold from this bunch and its increase enough to bring him $2,300,
and has left sixty head of one to three
year olds, worth $1,200. He places
the total expense and care of the herd,
Including taxes and interest, at more
than $500, leaving his account with A
profit balance of $2,375. Twenty-twyears ago he began ranching with 75
cents, a pair of ponies and an old
o

wagon.

REMINISCENT.

head.

Judge Benjamin S. Baker Is not the
first Nebraskan to be appointed assobeef cattle operating In southern Ari- ciate Justice and assigned to this diszona and New Mexico. He confines his trict with headquarters at Albuquerque.
attention to range beef.
In May, 1876, the then Judge, Hon.
vOovernor Murphy has ottered a reS Johnson, died suddenly
Hezekiah
ward of $250 for the apprehension of during the term
at Albuquerthe Bill Smith gang, who murdered que. Hon. HenryofL.court
Waldo, then chief
Deputy Sheriff William Maxwell, of
came at my request from SanApache county, and Carlos Tafoya, a Justice,
Fe,
ta
and
Later,
member of the Arizona rangers, on the and during finished the term. spring
vacation
between
day
of
th
last October.
and fall, Hon. John I. Redick, of OmaLyman M. Parke, of Detroit, Mich., ha, Nebraska, was appointed associate
has oonght from Frank Springer and Justice and assigned to this district.
A. Schneidelholi the Glenmora ranch Y hen he came out he was accompaIn the Cherry valley, taking about
f
nied by his wife and his son. Will, then
of Cherry lake in San Miguel a youth of probably eighteen years.
county. The ranch contains 22,000 The Judge held the fall term at Albuacres. Mr. Parke will stock the ranch querque, Los Lunas and Socorro. Soon
with cattle and will make it his home. after he returned to Nebraska, came
D. Webster, uncle to George H., is at back to the territory for the supreme
Carlsbad, from his extensive cattle court, and at the close of its term bid
He looked at us a last good bye and shook the dust
i ranch in South Dakota.
the Benson steers and Is the first buyer of New Mexico from his feet. While
to strike Carlsbad. He wants 1,500 3'b, Judge Redick was here there were nuand is paying top figures. He is In the merous lynchings in Bernalillo county,
live stock commission business and matters generally were not at their
says that all kinds, of stuff will be In best, and New Mexico was looked upon
demand the coming spring and at ad- in the east as the toughest part of the
vanced prices.
"wild and woolly west." This reputa
A herd of 6,000 sheep, owned by tion and the Judge's short stay on his
Long & Quinn, were stopped and in- first visit, caused one or more of his
spected at the Texas state line by In- Nebraska friends to put up a job on
spector N. H. Allen, and the. usual fees him, in the shape of a story, to acassessed against the owners. The lat- count for his brief absence from his
ter could not see the Justice of the Nebraska home. The story was in
Inspection charges, and refused to pay, substance as follows:
appealing to the territorial sheep saniOn the morning of the first day of
tary board. In the meantime, Inspec- the court Judge Redick appeared in
tor Allen will retain the herd in quar- the old adobe hall used as a court
antine until the controversy is set- room, unknown to almost all who entled.
tered. The attorneys and officers of
A herd of sheep owned by Mrs. the court came In, removed their belts,
Brutinell, and in charge of her son, to each of which was slung a pair of
was stopped at the Texas state line, 45s. The last to enter was the district
last week, by Inspector Allen, and are attorney, Uncle Ben Stevens, his two
to be held In quarantine until the in- guns being supplemented by a Bowie
spector at Pecos can act in the matter. of prodigious length. The juudge took
Inspector Allen happened to be in the his seat on the bench, ordered court
neighborhood when the herd was be- opened and immediately adjourned,
ing driven from Eddy county into and then swung out of the hall of JusTexas, and noticing that many of the tice, remained in his room until night,
sheep were in an unhealthy condition, and then quietly "stole away" in a prl
took the above course of action which vate conveyance to Santa Fe, where he
was a very right one.
caught and took the stage for the
"There is but one thing that keeps states the next morning.
The fact Is, Judge Redick enjoyed
me out of the republic of Mexico," remarked a well known cattleman re his two visits to" New Mexico hugely,
cently to the Colorado Stockman, "and and didn't lack any "sank in his craw"
that Is the fear that Diaz will not live either inside or outside of the court
H. R. WHITING.
many years longer. Mexico offers the room.
February 1, 1902.
greatest opportunities for the cattle
business today of any country on earth,
Bilious Colic.
but when the iron hand of Porflrlo
H. Seever, a carpenter and builder of
Diaz relaxes its grasp, that country is Kenton, Tenn., when suffering 'intense
goiag to be the scene of one of the ly from an attack of bilious colic, sent
bloodiest revolutions of modern times to a near by drug store for something
and I don't believe that I care to fur to relieve him. The druggist sent him
Colic, Chol
nish free, beef to the opposing fac a bottle of Chamberlain's
three doses
years era and Diarrhoea Remedy,
tions. In less than twenty-fiva permanent cure,
of which
Mexico will belong to the United This is theeffected
only remedy that can be
States, but there is going to be a whole depended upon In the most severe
lot of trouble down there before that cases of colic and cholera morius,
m'ant la apnnmnllchod "
Most druggists know this and recoma medicine is
One of England's foremost farmers mend it when such
called for. For sale by all druggists.
Is a woman, the Hon. Mrs. Murray
o
Smith. On her estate, purney hall, in
Crowded Asylum.
Leicestershire, she raises some of the
Applications are coming in to the
finest Jersey cattle. She is an early asylum constant!) for room for male
riser and is up and about her men as patients. The male ward Is entirely
soon as the sun is in sight. She at- filled and there is no more room in the
tends to all the details of the manage- institution. It is really sad that the
ment of her estate. All the improve asylum Is so crowded. An approprla- ments which can contribute to the well
eing of the animals are made at her
liscretion. She sees that they have the
est of food and the most comfortable
uarters. As the result they have taken
S. S. S. is a combination of roots
lany prizes. One cow, Lorena. which and herbs of great curathi powers,
arried off the milking prize at Trlug, and when taken into the circulation
nd the butter corticate at Bath and searches out and removes all manner
Test of England show, gives 900 gal of poisons from the blood, without
hs of milk yearly.
the least shock or harm to the
On the contrary, the general health
begins to improve from the first dose,
LIVE STOCK IMPORTATIONS.
lor S. S. S. is not only a blood purifier,
Tvi From the Bureau of Animal In but an excellent tonic, and strengthens and builds up the constitution
dustry.
'1. Albert Dean, live stock officer while purging the blood of impuriIn arge of the bureau of animal In ties. S. S. S. cures all diseases of a
dus, at Kansas City, has Issued his blood poison origin, Cancer, Scrofula,
repi showing the importation of live Rheumatism, Chronic Sores and
6tocfrom Mexico during December, Ulcers, Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
lui.The total number of cattle im Rheum, Herpes and similar troubles,
and is an infallible cure and the only
porteaa 9.393, against 9,381 in
and 6.S81 In December antidote for that most horrible disease,
of isy xhe importations for Decem Contagious Blood Poison.
A record of nearly fifty years of
ber nn the total for the year 1901,
9?,8C5, , largest year's importations successful cures is a record to be proud
Bince it wnen the total was 133.875 of. S. S. S: is more popular today
The totor 19u0 was 74.3G3 and the than ever. It numbers its friends by
the thousands. Our medical correstotal fory9 was 76,141.
Decern (aule were admitted at pondence is larger than ever in the
luodiciue. Many write
the ports f0nows: El Paso. 3, 181; history of the
to thank us for the great good S. S. S.
Nogales. 3; gan rjiego, 188 head.
has done them, whil others are seekThe
0f jne greater num
advice alxnit their cases. All
ber was fornia. for grazing pur- ing
poses. 7.11.lt 0f the total going to Utters receive prompt and careful
have made
attention. Our ph
taat state.
a
study of l;lcd and Skin DisIn additil0 tne cattle imported, eases,
an. I better itndcrst. uul such cases
forty-sihejf 8Wine were imported
than
the ordinary practitioner who
Nogales
fv.eiiing in Arizona.
at
makes a specialty ct in one disease.
We are doing great
POINTERS CATTLE CULTURE.
gbod to suffering
humanity through
Incidents Thae valuable to Stock.
our consulting de' sers.
partment,
invite
Just to shovat (.an he done in you to write us if you have and
any
blood
bus
the cattle
t.si)i Ully when or skin trouble.
no
charge
'e
make
the start is ni with good cattle, whatever for this service.
the following l.jnt l3 given trom
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, CA.
the columns of rnver pjeij ami
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AN ACCIDENTAL KILLING.

vou feel weak The Particulars of the Shooting of
nervous,
and
Clarence R. Lefter.
your stomach is
At last the particulars of the killing
out of order." of Clarence R. Lefler, at Jacob Nutter's
The
Bitters ranch at Parashont. this county, on the
.lixnll KUQ BolrVOI- ,.0. D1IUI1IU
of January, have been received,
or, o r.nni
It 18th
says the Kingman Miner. A number
.sets the stom-iac- h
right and of cowboys and miners had been camp
ed at the ranch and were more or less
'cures
under the Influence of liquor, and
' Headache,
Indlpestlon effects so many organs besides the stomach that the naamong them there had been numerous
ture of the disease Is sometimes mistaken. Hcndaches, giddiness,
Indigestion,
and
quarrels. As evening came on Lefler
heart trouble are usually caused by indigestion alone. In such
Constipation
cases It Is the stomach trouble which must be cured. Kodol Dvspcpsla
and a man by the name of Samuel Ful- and
Cure restores health by digesting your food while the stomach rests. v
lerton, who occupied a cabin together,
Nervousness.
Dieting doesn't mean rest but starvation. You should relieve the stom-ac- h
went to bed. Another man by the
without weakening the system by denying yourself properfood. With
name of George Ashby, who also oc
a sound stomach your other complaints will soon disappear. "After
tion of land wart made for use of the cupied the room, came In and picking
seven years' suffering from Indigestion" writes Mrs. Annie Alcorn of
asylum by the last legislature, but up a rifle, remarked that he thougnt It
Merldeth, Pa.. "I was cured by three bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure."
nothing can be done. with it until acted best to remove the cartridges from it
on by congress and then maybe noth so that no accident mignt occur If
ing. Things, will continue as they are some of the Inebriated ones came In
Prepared by E. CI. IVWItt Co., Chlongo. The hottlr)
ty times the 80c Hrj&,
until the meeting of the next legisla- and found It. In removing the car- The favorite householdJkremedy for coughs,tl colds, contain
croup,
grippe,
ture, at least How much longer we tridge from the gun one of ihem was throat and lung troubles Is ONE MINUTE Cough Cure.bronchitis,
It cures quickly.
cannot say. Laa Vegas Optic.
exploded, the bullet striking Lefler,
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO., AND B. H. BRIOuS & CO.
who was lying In his bed. in the left
Bucklen'a Arnica Salve.
The best and most famous compound hip, ranging diagonally through his
In tho world to conquer aches and kill body and lodging under the right arm.
pains. Cures cuts, heals burns and An attempt was made to take the in
bruises, subdues inflammation, mas- jured man to St. George, seventy-fivMillions of boxes sold miles distant, for treatment, but they
ters piles.
yearly. Works wonders in boils, ul- had to return to the ranch after going
cers, felons, skin eruptions. It cures about six miles, the poor fellow being
or no pay. 25c at all druggists.
unable to stand the awful pain. A messenger was then pent to St. George for
CHRISTIANITY.
a physician, but he not arriving, an
It It a Part of Education, Civilization other start was made with Lefler the
Is a synonym for quality, and comand Happinesc.
next mofnlng, but before they got to
prises
all grocers' shelf goods, canned,
arguments
which the atheists that place the unfortunate man died.
The
pickled and sacked. Order the
bottled,
advance are the same which they ad- Ashby, who did the shooting, is bowed
"Club House Brand," which Is the best
vanced 500 years ago and probably down with grief over the sad accident.
line obtainable. Our service is prompt
will be advanced 600 years in the fu- The coroner's Jury exonerated Ashby
and our customers are assured proper
ture, and every time that they have from blame, the shooting being purely
treatment.
been advanced theyjiave been answer- accidental. The parents of Lefler reed. If a man does not believe In any side at Dcmlng, N. M.
thing beyond h'.s own physical self,
.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
why does he matte such strong protestations against other people believing
Ave
W.
INCORPORATION.
Why
In their spiritual existence?
papers
Incorporation
with
were
filed
should he waste time and strength try- Terrltorfal Secretary
J. W. Raynolds
ing to convert people from a doctrine by
company,
Mexican
th
Industrial
or belief that has created all that is
lriJPICBrorJBDJiPJCD
at Silver City. The company
noble and best in the world today to a located
is capitalized at $1,000,000 and comdoctrine which has never known and posed of K M.J ennlngs, L. Fi Butler.
which will never be known to create J. S. Wallace
and Dr. G. H. Sowers.
anything but "animal men," fallen wo- They propose doing
Grc
a general mining
men, disrupted states and auarchy?
in the state of Sonora, Old
business
It is because a voice within him Mexico.
calls out, "you He," for "man cannot
(Incorporated)
live by bread alone," aid his whole
NEW MEXICO PENSIONS.
nature is called to fight this existence
The following pensions have been
within.
allowed:
Phillip Zoeller, Hermosa,
When the great French people In the Sierra county, $12 per month, Andrew
UIIUUU.UJ.
power of madness of their new repub- M. Thompson, Roswell, Chaves county,
lic denounced their God and burned $12 per month; Charles Belswenger,
Wool,
their altars were they not forced by a Silver City, $10.
,
sheer emptiness to turn from nonbe-liefArrival and Departure of Malls.
We handle
which places men with a hope,
without a home Even if religion were
K, C. Baking Powder,
MAILS ARRIVE.
a false belief, far better would it be From the north and east... 11: 00 a.m.
Navajo Blankets, '
to live in it than to give up that, and
10:40 p.m.
and
Curtice Canned Goods,
'
12:30 a.m.
that only, which makes this world a Distributed
Colorado Lard and Meats.
.12:30 p.m.
and
possible dwelling place and gives us a
'. .. 8:05 a.m.
solution of our existence, and, greater From the west
.
9:00 a.m.
Distributed
Houses at
than all, weak, straggling, groaning, From
a.m.
the
7:10
south
as we are hope.
2 ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
a.m.
Distributed
7:50
A boy Bald to me one day, "What
VEGAS, N.
AND GLOR-IETMAILS CLOSE.
evidence have we that Christ ever For the north
M.
N.
and east
11:00 p.m.
lived at all?" and I stood amazed be
and
7:10 a.m.
fore him, but I saw as though a
For the west
10:00 p.m
light had been thrown upon It For the south
10:00 p.m.
Mall for Las Vegas, East Las Vegas
the fact that atheism is ignorance. I
asked him what evidence he had that and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
Carriers collect mail from boxes at
Caesar ever, lived. He looked at me
awhile and went away thoughtfully. 5 p. m."
Carriers leave postofflce at 8 a. m.
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
The next time we met he said that be and
3:30 p. m.
was thinking out Christianity and it
Sunday Hours
General Delivery
was dawning upon him.
and carriers' windows open from 10 to
He found that the evidence and 11 a. m.
General delivery window open dally
record of Christ's existence on earth
were as clear as those of Caesar's and except Sunday from 8 a. m. to 6 p. in
R. W. HOPKINS, P. M.
of David's, as clear as Pharoah's; when
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
he studied the growth and develop
Demlng will be the great , smelter
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
ment of religion until It reached its center. Two large plants will be In
highest form, Christianity; when he stalled within the year.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
studied its effects upon men, and its
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unrelation to men; when he compared
surpassed
foe fertility, production of
women
men
who lived in
and
the
Christianity and the men and women iruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Residence, Automatic Thone'299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
who lived without Christianity; when
Demlng is the great mining center
Bell Telephone No. 115,
he saw that Christianity and progress of the southwest.
and happiness are synonomous terms,
that education and civilization are
part of Christianity; that freedom
from slavery and the emancipation of
women are of Christianity, he said, "I
will cease looking for printers' errors
I will take the whole as It Is. I am a
I
Christian." Chicago Record-Herald- .
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A Legacy of the Grip
system. Weak
Is often a
ness, nervousness, lack of appetite, en
ergy and ambition,
with disordered
liver and kidneys often follow an at
tack of this wretched disease. The
greatest need then is Electric Bitters,
the splendid tonic, blood purifier and
regulator of stomach, liver and kidneys. Thousands have proved that
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they wonderfully strengthen
the
nerves, build up the system, and restore to health and good Bpirlts after
an attack of grip. If Buffering, try
X5ht Pearson Publishing Co.
them. Only 50e. Perfect satisfaction
NEW YORK
43.45 E. 19th St.,
guaranteed by all druggists.
o
The Socorro Chieftain says: Capt.
M. Borchert. of Albuquerque, InterNotice for Publication.
preter for the court of Indian depreda- (Homestead Entry No. 5328 and 5904.)
tion claims, has been In the city the Department of the Interior, Land
greater part of the week on business
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2.
iao2.
connected with his official position.
Notice is hereuy given that the
Captain Borchert visited Socorro often
Bettler has filea notice
in her palmy days of twenty years ago. wing-named
of his intention to make final proof in
suport of his claim, and that said proof
For Stomach Troubles.
"I have taken a great many different will be maoe before the Probate CierK
medicines tor stomach trouble and of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque,
constipation," says Mrs. S. Geiger, of New Mexico, on February 10, l'Ju2,
Dunkerton. Iowa, "but never had as viz.: Gregorio Apodaca y Candelaria
Sec. 24. SK',4
good results from any as from Cham- for the SV4 of NW-berlain's Stomach & Uver Tablets." NE'i Sec. 23. T. 9 N., It. 4 E.. and
NKU of SEU of Sec. 23, and NWJ4
For sale by all druggists.
follo-

t

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COnnERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

o

Those dancing aoiis used for Christmas window display now for sale at

the Economist.

SW'i

S.

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa I'e Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital . . .
$500,000.00
X

Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

ka

$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. .W. Flournoy, vice presi
Mch.ee, cashier;
dent;
II. V. 'Raynolds,
A 1$. McMillan.

W..L TRIMBLE &

4

Interesting New.
Special to The Citizen.
Sale Headquarters, Jan. 20, 1902
The greatest clearance sale ever scheduled for Albuquerque will be inaugurated at Kosenwalil Bros.' dry goods
emporium on the last of January tJ
extern) for a period of fifteen days.
Sterling values are assured. The promoters feel confident of success and
the public is sure to avail themselves
of such an opportunity.

8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CO.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Sec. 24, T. 9 N. R. 4 E.

Horses and Mules bought and exchangHe names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
ed. 4Jvery, Salo. Feed and
and cultivation oi said lanu, viz.:
Transfer Stables
Adolph Harsch, of Albuquerque, N.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
M.; Francisco Apodaca y Molina, of
AlUiquerque. N. M.; Francisco Griego,
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO..
Albuquerque, N. M.
of Albuquerque, N. .
Rafael Apodaca
IS STANDARD MOCHA AND JAVA
y Nuanes. of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. Ol'tKO, Register. .
For Sale by
WHEN IN SAN MARCIAL
Dor.ler lc
G. PRATT
CO,
F.
STOP AT
Fancy Grocers
Distributors

J A. SKINNER

Staple and

The Wigwam Saloon

ONLY 8ECOND CLASS HOUSE
IN TOWN

Helm

&

Story, Props

MISS IDA McCUNE
Teacher voice and piano. Enaulre
at i.Ubrary building or leave order 206

at Hotel Highland.

Fancy Groceries
WEST
RAILROAD AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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IP YOU ARE LOOKING
A SNAP

R FOR

'

g
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Notes
Gallup. Cerrillos NetoJsy
From
and Bland
Exchanges

DISHES

GALLUP.

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER

From the Republican.
E. Spitz, of the firm of Ilfeld Bros.,
of Albuquerque, paid Gallup a visit.
J. B. Moore and rt. Crawford came
in from the reservation on business.
The old Diamond and the Union resumed work this week, and are prepared to fill aU orders.
Peter Kitchen, of the Opera House
saloon, has added to the attractions Of
his popular resort by the addition of a
new pool table.
W. F. Kuehenbeeker will move his
stock Of goods next week from his
present location to his own building.
opposite the depot.
Miss Jennie Bayliss went to Santa
Fe to accept the position as bookkeeper for Solomon- - & Abousleman,

Ewervthlna on this counter Is' marked down to actual
We are also selling a fine Imported,

China Dinner Set

$12.50

FOR.

Jts's a Beat'ty

A. B. McGAFFEY & Co.
oocooooooooooocoooo

L. H. SHOEMAKER,
West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

New & Second Hand Furniture
'

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re, airing a Specialty. '

general merchants.
Walter Myers and Miss Gertrude
a niece of Superintendent
Rampey,
MOST APPETIZING
Ramsey, of Catalpa, were quietly mar
We believe you will believe upon trial ried at the Episcopal church by the
that
Rev. W. R. Seaborne, A dinner was
served to a few Invited guests at the
residence of Superintendent Ramsey
on the return of the young people

Empress Flour

from Gallup.
Six Laguna Indians were brought
here, five of them will be employed as

Furniture stored and packed for
shipment. Highest prices paid for
second-han-

household

d

goods.

laborers at the roundhouse and the
sixth will act as hostler's helper. The
latter is Charles Kye, who has had
charge of the Laguna Indians who
have been employed on the coal shutcs
for the past year.

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

CERRILLOS.

r
1.

West Railroad Avenue.
1902

1882

F. G. Pratt & Co.
Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries

street.
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
earth
Free delivery.
Orders solicited.
214 South Second
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Clearance Sale

sooner than was expected, as It was
thought to run until about the firft of
May at least, but It was not to be, so we
shall leave Albemarle with regrets.
The many kind friendships formed and
happy hours spent here shall not soon
be forgotten. Perchance' In the future
some of us shall meet again.
CHAMBERLIN-HEATH-

IN LOOKING OVER OUR BARGAIN TABLES

WE FIND THAT
THIS SEASON WE HAVE MORE GOOD THINGS TO SUBMIT TO
THE INSPECTION OF OUR CUSTOMERS THAN AT ANY PREV-IOU- S
SALE, AND WOULD ADVISE EARLY PURCHASES, AS WE

.

L. H. Chamberlin to
Miss Mae Heath.
The Muncie (Ind.) Star says: The
marriage of Miss Mae Heath, of Muncie, and Dr. L. H. Chambefnn, of Albu
querque,. N. M., at the home or the
bride's parents. Rev. and Mrs. Jacob
W. Heath, East Adams street, Wednesday morning, wa3 one of the most
beautiful weddings of the season,
though a quiet affair. Only Immediate
relatives of the bride were present.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
A. W. Lamport, paEtor of the High
street Methodist Episcopal church. The
couple stood in front of the large bay
window in the drawing room during
the ceremony. The bride was given
away by her oldest brother, Fred W
Heath. The bride wore a traveling
gown or iiue satin nnisnea ziueune
cloth, with vest and trimmings of Bul
garian embroidery.
The parlors and
dining room were decortted with.
palms. American beauty rcses and
lilies of the valley decorated the tables
in the dining room. At tho bride's
table were seated tho aged parents
of the bride. Rev. Lamport and the
bride and groom. The wedding breakfast was In six courses and was elabguests were
orate. About twenty-fivpresent. During the morning, Mr. and
Mrs. Chamberlin departed for Chicago.
They will go direct to their future
home in Albuquerque, where they will,
for tho present, live at a hotel. Dr.
Chamberlin is a dentist who has resided in New Mexico for twelve years,
his former home being New York. Jiiss
Heath has been pro:nluent in Muncie
social circles for several years and
has more than a local reputation as a

Marriage

Of Dr.

Telephone Service

8

8

YOU WANT?

Q

X

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

R

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
g

O

g

THE SAMPSON WINDMILL
The latest Improvements and strong
est mill on the market.
Double geared and removable bab-

bitt boxings.

'

FEEL THAT THESE GOODS CANNOT

LAST LONG AT THESE
PRICES. FOLLOWING ARE BUT A FEW OF THE ARTICLES SELECTED AT RANDOM FROM THE LARGE NUMBER PLACED ON
SALS.

FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS, that sold for $1.25, sale price
75
FLANNEL WAISTS, that sold as high as $3.50, sale price
$1.95
MISSES' FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWNS, sale price
40
LADIES', FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWNS, sale price
55
CHILDREN'S CANTON FLANNEL NIGHT GOWNS, sale price.. 25
CHILDREN'S CANTON FLANNEL DRAWERS, sale price
18
LADIES' CANTON FLANNEL DRAWERRS, that sold for 50 centa
ale price
, ,.JV. . .i
25
45
that. sold it $1, sale price
ALL OTHER GARMENTS AT PHENOMENAL REDUCTIONS
JACKETS, that sell for $15, tale price
$8.65

25 dozen of MEN'S GLOVES,

IT'S USELESS TO TRY TO ENUMERATE THE BEST VALUES
OF THIS SALE, FOR A DISTINCTION IS IMPOSSIBLE, AND THE
COMPLETE LIST IS TOO LARGE.

Your Inspection is Solicited.

e

ROSENWALD BROS.

J. M. Rogers has been on fue sick
list this week.
Dr. E. E. Roberts has been' on the
sick list this week.
Mrs. J. Ross Forsyth has been quite
is uiu-su-i passed for family use. Our be- sick
this week with nbrvous prostra
lief Is so firm that we unhesitatingly tion.
guarantee you satisfaction or your
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lis ton
money back. Try a sack and aee how
pound boy. All doing well.
a
nine
ussuperior to the brand you are now
Waldo school close! last Friday,
The
ing.
at the end of the third month, there
Undertakers and Embalmers.
AT.THE GROCERS.
contralto vocalist.
being no funds in the treasury.
G. 15. Hendricks has discontinued his
AT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
milk route and will give his entire at
Superintendent Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
S
Improvement
DON'T DRINK...
and cultl Secretary Baer Spoke at This Church
tention to the
Brith" Cemeteries.
S vation of his fine ranch.
,
Yesterday Morning.
X
Poor Coffee.
The Cochltl Gold Mining company
John Willis Baer spoke to a crowded
Local Indertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
has had a gang of men at work here house at the Presbyterian church yesIt's bad for you. Good Coffee
this week repairing the pumps which terday morning. His address was along
Hue
Both 'Phones in Our Office.
201 211 North Second Street.
supp.y their power plant at Madrid lines of personal and evangelistic
with water.
work. He Is a member of the commitHEEKIN'S HIGH GRADE
Judge Nels has fl.ed on the NW4 of tee of the Presbyterian generarassem-blJS section 16 as coal land, and has a force
Aids Digestion.
on evangelical work a'nd in a deTry It.
of men at work developing the prop gree represented that work, but he
erty, which shows a two and a half branched on lines adapted to all his
F. G. PRATT & CO,
foot vein of blacksmith's and coking hearers. The passage of Scripture,
Albuquerque.
Sole Agents,
upon which he founded his address
coal.
:t.
Creates as universal admiration as
MIssCavanaugh has tendered her res was from Psalm 107.2: "Let the Rea
the bloom of June roses. ' If you
Ignation to take effect at once; on ac deemed of the Lord say so."
are
a
in
as
to
quandery
whatto
DR. SHULTS' ALFALFARINE
He brought before his hearers the
count of the dissatisfaction of the
give for a wedding present look at
For Thin People.
scholars of her grades and Bor.ie of power of the Christian church. If they
our display. Special inducements
A flesh producer that produces flesh. the patrons of the school.
The dl would only say so, much work left unon cut glass.- We invite compariCavanaugh
restores
health.
rectors recommend Miss
done could be done. He showed how
Health restorer that
son.
A tissue builder that builds tissue. as a competent teacher; and also state the present work could be done by
And a tonic for everybody.
that the patrons of the school must re those who made the servlco of Christ
Sent postpaid for fl a bottle, or six member that hereafter the teacher tho first aim. He enforced the truth
JEWELER..
bottles for $5. Write for circulars and and not the children will run the by most apt and touching Illustrations
v
school. The Spanish and prlmary"de- - that appealed to all. Much gracious 4
testimonials.
inspector
A., T. & S. F.
Watch
partnients will continue and if the're' Is influence will follow the earnest words CJ
NTHE ALFALFA COMPANY,
and S. F. P. Railroads.
money to hire another teacher some of spoken.
Wichita, Kansas.
the scholars of the high school will be
The Presbyterians felt it a great
BUSINESS LOCALS.
privilege to have this earnest and notbarred from attendance.
ed elder with them at their service.
Attend the underwear sale at the
BLAND.
Economist.
The concert for the benefit of St.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen and From the Herald.
John's choir promises to be a most deget the news.
.
Mrs. J. L. Dale, of Albemarle, has lightful affair. Some of the beit talent
Outing flannel. 5 cents per yard.
gone to join her husband, who has a In tho city has been secured. Mrs.
Leon B. Stern.
position in the Madrid electric plant Himoe will assist In various ways.
Demlng has Increased 50 per cent. In We regret to lose these good people
There will be vocal solos by the Misses
years.
population In four
but wish them succesB in their new Helmbeck and Renison. Messrs. Nettle-tr,- n
Copper, tin and ' galvanized Iron home.
and Howell. Bruno Dieckmann will
work. Whitney company.
little son of Mrs. W. H. Knight. give several vloln numbers and there
The
Demlng water and pure ozone make who has been seriously, ill at the home will be
a quartette with a four hand
strong and healthy people.
which will be a most
118 Qold Avenue.
Special prices on all ready to wear of H.E. Anderson, has about recovered acrompr.niment
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
beautif-i- l number.
The little fellow came near having
Prof Di Mauro will
garments at the Economist.
seige, but Dr. Grace pulled him play the obligatos.
Miss Piatt and
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-ar- tough
out of it in a shori while.
Mis. Himoe will accomnanv.
before purchasing a piano.
B. H. Shaw, who Is well known in
o
Lap robe 8 from 35c up at Albeit Bland.-havinLet Us Put You Next
in former times been en
Jfaber's, 305 Railroad avenue.
to
something good in the coal line.
gaged in the mercantile business here,
No tuberculosis preservallne or colcame up from Albuquerque last Friday Clarkville lump at $5 per ton ignites
oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
Both
cast his lot among us. easily and does not clinker.
and has
Klelnwort s is the place to get your Mr. Shawtfain
'phones.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
imbuilding
has
rented
tha
A
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
mediately south of the Blaml Supply
meat.
MONEY
TO
LOAN.
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
Misses' and children's dresses just company, and has opened a grocery
store
therein.
good
security;
also household goods
received.
Price, 75c to $5. Leon B.
A report gained currency Sunday ev stored with mes strictly confidential
Stern.
We can give you ,any grade of coal ening that W. H. Knight was lying at Highest cash price paid for household
Automatic phone 120.
you ask for at reasonable prices. Hahn, the point of death at Prescott. Arizona. goods.
T. A. WH1TTEN, 114 Gold avenue. 6
'
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN PRESCRIPTION TRADE. The report turned out to be false, how-eer- ,
both 'phones.
Automatic1 'Phoui 458
Is learned that parties here
No. 63.
Telephone
and
it
Boll
T
Notice.
Buy lots and build in Demlng. Your
received a letter from Mr. Knight
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on had
only a few days ago in which he stated in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
the investment.
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
Hahn's coal yards for all kinds of that he was well and at work.
street.
taking
While
from
steel
the
fourth
fuel. We either have It or it is not to
o
place
on
sub
level
his
to
week
first
last
be found. Both 'phones
On tomorrow night, (Tuesday), at
at the Albemarle, Bill Edwards tripped the Presbyterian church. Rev. T. C.
Demlng is a great health resortof thirty feet into a Beattle will
on Naples, Pompeii
has no superior in climate for the cure rand fellona distance
chute
the fifth level, sustaining se- and Vesuvius.Jeeture
Tho whole trip will cost
of pulmonary troubles.
vere bruises, which laid him up for you only 25 cents, and will be most in
Ladies' dress skirts and walking
skirts at special reduced prices this several days. How he escaped more teresting.
serious in jury is a miracle.
o
week at the Economist.
A very
at
Fresh dressed poultry, smoked white
look into Klelnwort s market on Albemarle pretty wedding occurred
last week the contracting fish, fresh clams, patent case oystt rs.
North Third street. He has the nicest
parties being Wni. llarke and Miss prime Kansas City meats, the best In
fresh meats in the city
A Complete Line of
Why buy high priced lots when you Marie Icicles, of Pittsburg, Pa. The native meats, at the San Jose Market.
can get them cheap in Demlng now. ceremony was performed by Rev. FathASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE
er Aborgartur, of Pena Blanca. and the
with certain advance assured?
HIO GRANDE" FLOUR
OK
FROM
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors witnesses were James Harkey and
WHEAT.
FLOUR IS
at the corner of Railroad avenue and Mrs Alice Harrington. A grand ball CALIFORNIA
BEST.
North Fourth street, is prepared to ami supper was tendered tne young EPAL TO COLORADO'S
o
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair people in the evening by Mrs. Marring
Parcels delivered to any part of the
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In ton and a Jolly good time was bad by city
for 10 cents by the Albuquerque
massage
growing nails.
She gives
present. A number of useful and Parcel Delivery. Automatic 'Phone
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Hum a'l
bini's own preparations of complexion valuable presents were received and 202.
cream builds up the skin and improves the Herald joins their mnny friends in
iron and copper
Tin. galvanized
the complexion, and are guaranteed wishing them all kinds of happiness.
N, MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
not to be injurious. She also prepares
There will be no masquerade ball on work, Albuquerque Hardware compa- a hair tonic that cures and prevents Valentine's night as there is not a bak ny.
dandruff and hair falling out: restores er s dozen lert at Albemarle. 1 he exoWe are sole agents for Wheeler &
life to dead hair; removes
moles dus began last Thursday morning. A
warts aud superfluous hair. Give her few of the married men will be kept WLson sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
a trial.
two weeks longer and the Albemarle
o
visCreamery
Demlng, the coming city of New will look like Goldsmith's deserted
butter, 25 cents per pound.
Mexico.
lage. The closing down came much
Blanchard Meat & Supply Co.

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

--1

WW

y

8

'

Semi-Annu- al
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A BEAUTIFUL

s

BRIDE

T. Y. MAYNARD,

W

M

Brockmeier & Cox,
PLUMBERS.

The above cutttviesents the running gear of the' Sampson. With one
shield removed to show the working
parts.
.

D. JOHNSON, Agent.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Automatic 'Phone

508

MONEYTOLOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW,

South Second street, few doors
north of

209

d

0000000CO0000
GEO. B. WILLIAMS

g

Druggist.

No.

117

West Railroad Avenue.

0OO00C0000OC
E
ST

-

HARDWARE

Iron Pipe, Jenkin's Valves, Iron pc
Fittings, Steam and Water SuppJ5

New and Second Hand

Household
Goods
BORRADAILE & CO.
117

West Gold Avenue

occccccocopooo

Mechanics' Tools a Specity

Fa-be- r,

ISubscrbie forTheuizen

i
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Peter Isherwood, Alfred D. McClellan,
Arthur and John Wlcomb, Adah Camp-fielYolo Black and Anita L. Mead.
The bishop will leave for Phoenix,
Arle., tomorrow (Tuesday) night, but
tonight at the church, a reception will
be tendered him and all members of
the church and others are urgently requested to be present. A fine musical
program has been arranged for the oc
casion, and one of 'he nicest social
events In the history of the church is
promised for this evening.

d.

SPECIAL SALE!
FOR' CASH ONLY.
'

100

(J

rs

SUI

CHEMICALS ALL RIGHT.

The Test Last Saturday Night Perfect- ly Satisfactory.
Fire Chief Ruppe Is highly pleased
with the showing made by the new
chemical wagon In the test which occurred Saturday night. It was
that it could be depended up
on to do everything that It was recom
mended to do. Although one of the
tanks did not show quite as large a
pressure as it should, the effect on the
fire was entirely satisfactory.
The
chemicals are not supposed to be used
on outside fires, but on the Inside
where the gases can be confined. The
benefits of using chemicals are
that the dertructfon of property is not
as great as when water Is used. The
most admirable feature of the tost on
Saturday night wa3 the phenomenal
run made by the horses. It was ex
actly one mlujite and seven seconds
from the time when Chief Ruppe gave
the signal for the boy to run and pull
the alarm box until the fire wagon
arrived at the place, corner of Fourth
street and Railroad avenue.
demon-itrate-

Formerly Sold from $io to $20,

at this sale

M

andeli

o

G.r.unsf eld.

&

New Comers Welcome

o
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Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

We have a very large variety
s

of short lengths of Carpets,

i

Linoleum and Mattings, which
we place on sale at half actual

s

cost
ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

Here.

the credit
of providing the highest grade of coal
buyable for its equivalent in cash. Both
'phones.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
All who know us give us

Pay Your Water Tax.
Water tax due and payalde at the
office of the company. No. 312 West
-- ABOUT THE ..
The Christian Endeavor Services in Gold avenue, between 1st and, 5th of
this month. WATER SUPPLY CO.
the City Yesterday.
The ladies of the Eastern Star are
doing everything to make their party,
EXCEPT IN THE FIRE BOX
on February f, a grand success. Tick'
gteel and Malleable Iron used In the f RALLY AT CONGREGATIONAL.
cts at Matson's.
ronntructlon of these rangra.
We also have a complete line of
Orders taken for every known make
John Willis Baer, eecretary of the
World's Christian Endeavor union of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
4Art.
arrived from Laa Vegas Saturday Hardware company.
Double-heatin- g
Uaseburners night on the 10:10 train and was es Creamery butter, 25 cents per pound.
by a delegation of Endeavorera
Dlancfcard Meat & Supply Co.
Thf y have no peer or rival In the baae corted
burner world In point of elegance and to the home of Rev. and Mrs. T. C,
high finish.
un
was
Beattie, where he
entertained
Fresh csss, 25c dozen; ranch eggs,
til last night.
30c dozen. San Jose Market.
morning Mr. Baer talked
Co to Yesterday
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen and
a large audience from Rev. Beattie's
get the news.
Presbyterian
church.
pulpit
at
the
120 OOLT AVENUE.
o
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
At the Congregational church last
Keep your eye on Deming.
big
meeting.
night occurred the
The
audience began to arrive early and by
5.000 References as to Quality of Work.1,
CLASSIFIED ADS.
7 o'clock, when the program began,
standing room was scarce.
ORJtENT
The evening exercises commenced
Watch
The
with a short praise service, conducted FOR RENT Fine alfalfa farm, sixteen 'acres, under ditch; plenty of
by Rev. W. J. Marsh. Rev. Beattie
water;, fine orchard and seven-rooRepair, House
Southwestern
read a few verses from the Scriptures,
house; a good opportunity. Apply to
Then there was a song by the choir.
O. Rivera. Old Albuquerque.
Then came the most interesting FOR RENT A new upright piano for
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
number on the program, a drill by
rent. Inquire at Whltson Music Co.
twenty-ongirls, varying in size, rep' FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Official Watch Repairers A. T.
A TSJXT JP,
year"B
S-growth of the
resenting each
with heat and hot baths. Inquire at
V
(X
Railroads, Albuquerque.
Roosevelt house.
Christian Endeavor union, each one
brick
carrying a flag representing the coun FOR RENT New seven-rooresidence suite. No. 519 West Gold
try over which the union spread dur
avenue,,, with all modern convenilng the age her size indicated.
ences; possession given at once.
Owing to the prevailing epidemic of
New three-roobrick cottage. No.
colds two solos which were on the pro
407 Granite avenue; water furnished
gram were dispensed with.
and possession Feb. 1. Apply to
After a short address of welcome
H. H. Tilton. 118 Gold avenue.
by Charles W. Ward, C. T. Nlckelson
who presided oVer the evening's exer FOR RENT 5 room brick house. See
Jay A. Hubbs, at Albuquerque Steam
cises. Introduced Mr. Baer.
Laundry.
Mr. Baer, the guest of honor, made
FOR RENT Store room on South Sec
leading
of
evening.
the
address
the
..
ond street, a block north of Glorieta
He gave, a short sketch of the history
ball; four room house in rear; also
of the organization, touching on the
Z
another house for rent; land and lots
origin, growth, service and benefit to
for sale. Thomas A. Gurule, Barelas
the Christian world.
road, 1624.
The largest meeting in the history
N. M.
of the Albuquerque Christian Endeav- FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
postoffice, 8 and $10.
or was closed by benediction, pronouncFOR RENT Furnished rooms over
ed, by the Rev. T. C. Beattie.
Skinner's grocery store, 20GVs Rail
Mr. Baer left on No. 7 for Phoenix,
road avenue. Morning sun.
Arizona, last night.

5

Grand Remnant Sale

1

L B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

MEETING.

SPLENDID

Not an Ounce oi last. Iron

6lUUCT.BUaUINQRILRA0Ar

Carrie th Largvut
and floct EUnlv
Stock el

Flour, Grain
and Provisions.
Car lot

StapteOroceries

apeclaltjr.

found

uthet.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.

,

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

G:iri:iii(l"

Get Ready
FOR THE SUMMER PLEASURE.
WE WILL QUOTE YOU MONEY
SAVING PRICES, AND MAKE YOU
COME NOW AND
EASY TERMS.
GET YOUR PICK OF THE LATEST
STYLE VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
SADDLES, ROBES, HORSE CLOTHING GOODS, WHIPS AND SUPPLIES.
RE.
AND VEHICLE
HARNESS
8HOE-INHORSE
EXPERT
PAIRING.

Atarae tetarc

CnT
AiNiN
OUlN,&S.F.
!00V0009eOOCC000009000

.V'

.

J

,

Albuquerque,

J. K0RBER & CO.,

e

r

TH

1ST. ELMO
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.

BEARRUP

BROS. & CO....
Albright Place, Moun-

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Flop.
120 W.

Railroad Ave Albuquerque.

tain Road....

TIIIKD STUEET

.Your Patronage. Solicited.

Meal Market

WOOL PULLERS.

ALBUQUERQUE.

writes!,

ooooooeocoKoao oooot09090o9ocoeow

Ml l& 'S

Coal and Wood !
LLzn

CUR KVILIE

m

COAL

mmm
JOHN
Bell

HAVJi', roi:

H.

Telephone No. 4

Automatic 'Phone

No. 266

lAUSARD'S BULLS

Atchison
Atchison, preferred

Sugar
Smelters

CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit
(J. & W
St. Paul

'

(

Island
Erie, first preferred
Manhattan
Ro k

Micsotirl Pacific
'
'

3

j

...

7
'

-'
.

--

:

3
i

.

. .

Peunsylvauia

r

l

The Largest and Best Flour Mills in New Mexico.
Lets a Specialty.

albuqOerque,
iV

N. M.

Flcur and bran

TIIIKD S1RKFV

EUILLING.

RUPPE,
CHS !

Avenue and Second 5treet.

.

.

.

.

confirmation

.

.

43;
'Jlv

Jose Market.'

services

fi

la

the bill to a "T."
WOOD AND KINDLING.
Both Phones.

J. C.

1

car

'

x.

iy

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

MISCELLANEOUS.
were held at the St. John's Episcopal
ALWAVS IN
church last niht. Bishop Kendriek LOST A small purse, with patented Sherwin-Willia- ms
officiating. The church was crowded;
lock, between Hotel Highland and Covers More I
PLASTKK
BLINDS,
ASH. DOOR.
Looks Bwt t Wears Longthe services instructive and interest-lug- ,
Second
street, or between latter est ' Most Economical I Full Measure I LIMK, CKMKNT. ULA8S, PAINT, Jit?
street and Atlantic avenue. Leave
and the music excellent. The confirmation class was as follows:
at this office.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Mrs.

Paint Building Paper

in

jj

.

WANTED A good salesman, inteili-- !
.. SI
pent and experienced, with good ref-- i
.. 22 U
erences, for a general dry goods
.
12".
Must speak Spanish; well
able to handle wholesale and retail
EPISCOPAL NEWS.
tiade; good wages. Single man preferred.
Address, B. F., care Post-officConfirmation Yesterday Reception to
Albuquerque, N. M.
the Sisliop Tonight.

Interesting

R.

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.
Newlander, Albuquerque, N. M
7tiH
'J7i( FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
Railroad
X
hundred, at the Citizen office
126
474 FOR SALE 200 acres land scrip; Immediate delivery. For sale by MetC5,4
calf & Strauss.
23 U
"I'VE FOUND IT AT LAST."
SALE Bay horse, i5 hands hlKh,
.k.3:i; FOR
weigh about jOMi pounds; price $50.
.Kl'.i Inquire of M. J. O'Rourke, 410 North Coal that will make a hot fire, will
. .
3:Vi
S.cond street.
.135
FO'l SALE Well cured alfalfa, $11 cook to perfection bake, boil, broil or
101
pt-- r
ton. Delivered in Albuquerque, roast, and won't choke up the range
.1493.,
li.'julre of Jesus Romero, Old Albuwith clinkers nor leave a great quan. 5G'i
querque, is. M.
.. 82 1;
tity of ashes. I made it a business to
WANTED.
. 33
. 03 i; WANTED
Competent and experienc-- ! search the town over for exactly what
.Ml'i,
el driver for, delivery wagon. San I wanted, and the coal from HAHN'S
.

Steel, preferred . .
Western I'T.ion
Wabat'h
Valu?h. preferred

ii

MASONIC

.

Reading
Reading, first preft-- red
Southern Railway .
Tenu. C. & I
L'nior. Pacific
.Ste.

FACTOCY.

E MIL KLEIN WORT, Prop.

Market quotations and review furnished by W. P. Metcalf. No. 5 Cromwell block, received over the private
J. Williams.
wire of Logan & Bryan, Chicago.
FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
New York, Feb. 3. The market at
of bran, new brevier and small pica;
the opening was f.rm and steady, some
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
buying was of good character, about
a country newspaper outfit furnish'
noon, on news that there would be no
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen
decisions in the Northern Securities FOR SALF2 Several hundred pounds
case, the traders sold the market off.
of old papers, good for wrapping
Ijater, they braoeu up and the Morpurposes, cheap. Address, The Citi
gans, particularly
Readings,
were
zen, Albuquerque, N. M
forced up. Money easy.
power gasoline
FOR SALE
engine, nearly new; a bargain. John
Amalgamated Copper
75Vi

Promptly.

and sail Meals.

STEAM SAUSAGE

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE On or before March 1
entire household goods of 317 West
Silver avenue. Cail at premises. T.

.MARKET QUOTATIONS.

When In Need of Coal, Wood
or Kindling Call Clark- ville Yard.
Wnnrl eavAjrl In ant lannrrift

Orders Delivered

N. M.
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COLLECTION OF POLL TAX.

wirct Mehcs inc none?

Circular Letter Sent to Cpunty School
Not the house, however fine It tnavbe:
Superintendents.
not its furniture, pictures and appoint
ments, i ne wite and mother makes the
Santa Fe, N. M., January 31.
Dear Sir: Being desirous of cover- - home, and to speak of coin? home
Ing Into the treasury of your county as means 10 go oacit into me shelter ot tnt
buu vaic.
retary, Mrs. Chapman; corresponding lnrtro n fnnil fl nnsnlhle to the henpfit
RAT ON.
And when womanly ills sao the
secretary, Mrs. Fischer. At the request of the common schools I call your at- mother's strength, the home-lifsuffers.
From the Range.
of Mrs. Spit Mrs. Palen will act as tention to the statutes governing the The food is not cooked as she cooks it.
purchased the president until the next meeting.
John Hixeobaugh
collection of the poll tax and would soEverywhere the
Graham ranch of 320 acres the first of
to
lack of wifely
Major Fred Muller has Just received licit your most earnest
the week.
supervision and
from the Philippines a very fine grass the end that every dollar of such tat
motherly thought-fulneMiss Jennie Dowen, of Blsbee, Ariz.. rug 5x8 feet. It is a present from remaining due and unpaid in your
is apparent.
Is visiting In the family of her uncle, Ralph McFle, clerk of the federal court county for the past year shall be
What a change,
R. B. Campbell, and expects to remain who Is stationed at Zamboagna.
Mr. speedily collected. This is a very imthen, when this
a month or more.
portant source of revenue which in
McFle Is a son of Judge and Mrs.
wife and mother
Mrs. M. Armstrong left for Fort
many counties has been entirely overcomes back to take
son
goes
her
to
visit
she
Worth, where
looked for some years past, and in
her old place in the
LAS VEGAS LIBRARY.
and two daughters, who are attending
family. Thousands
others has been only meagerly collectof women who, bethe Fort Worth university. Joe
ed. Reports filed In this office by sucause of womanly
is reported to bo suffering with J. Foster Flagg Presents the Institu- perintendents of county schools for the
ills, had been shut
some serious optical trouble whichi tion with Eight Volumes of Fiction.
year
scholastic
Indicate
that
out of home life
J. Foster Flagg, of the Plaza hotel, there Is now due the several counties
perhaps may necessitate a stirgical opand home happieration, and his parents arc greatly has made to the public lihrary another of the territory upwards of 140.000
ness, have been
eight
volumes
valuable
of
contribution
concerned about bis coi.ditioc.
from this source enough to build no
enabled to once
of new and popular fiction, well bound less than forty new school houses,
more take their
if
From the Oazette.
and in excellent condition. This Is the properly collected and applied.
place in the family after being cured by
TriniMrs. J. W. Ami3 went over to
second contribution of a similar nature
It
Happily the last general assembly Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
dad for a week's vMt.
made by Mr. Flagg to that deservng materially strengthened the older stat- establishes regularity, dries weakening
Joe Sheridan, coal mine Inspector, Institution. It Is to be hoped that utes by the enactment of section 5, drains, heals inflammation ana ulceration and cures female weakness. It
was here the firs of the week on off- others will follow Mr. Flagg's example chapter
27. No property of whatsoever makes weak women strong, sick women
by sending in suitable volumes of ficicial business.
kind is now exempt from execution in well.
At the annual meeting of the stock- tion or travel, so as to increase .the
I commenced takine your ' Favorite Present
for collection of poll tax and jus
suits
&
Building
Loan
bpoks
ton
ll
of
disposal
the
of
holders
at the
number of
the tices of the peace .and constables
lion' and 'Golden Medical Discovery' about
are
of
the library board.
the loth of last December one year ago," write
association, held at tlie ofllce
forbidden to demand fees in advance Mn. EHra Wright, ot Mountainview, Howeii
association, the following gentlemen
The members of the library commit- in su?h suits
Missouri.
"I have been very slow about
so that the collection of Co.,
writing to yon, althougl I am thankful I am
were elected as directors for the ensu- tee nave lately ordered BOO volumes of
now
have the privilege of saving I
and
be
tax
can
speedily enforced. here
C. M. new and well selected books, which this
C. N. Blackwell,
ing year:
thank you a thousand times for your kind
duty
in
premises,
The
first
the
how
truthfully
say that it was through
I
F.
can
Bayne, Simon Cohn, John Jelfs,
will be in circulation in a short time.
kind advice and your medicine and the
McAuliffe, M. R. Mendelson, C. O. Re. Selby, Dr, Bradley, or the librarian ever, lies with your county assessor. your
j I am
will of the Lord that I am living
for three
Madoulett, A. C. Price and Joseph will thankfully receive and acknowledge who is required by law (Section 1549 in better health than I have been bottles
of
dosen
Compiled
up complete years. I have taken
Taylor, Sr.
the receipt of any suitable books which lists of allLaws), to make
each medicine. I am able to do my washing
persons
male
for four in family, and all my housework, cookC. W. Sinnock built a fire In his our citizens may be willing to spare
over the age of 21 years in each school ing and milking. In fact, I feel like a new
kitchen range, which was nothing un- from their private collections.
and certify th6 Fame to the woman.".
A number of the leading magazines district
usual, but later on when the stove got
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con
of
clerks
stipation and its almost countless conse
warm and the frozen pipes would not and three daily newspapers have been boards, saidthe several district school
genreceiving
clerks
the
quences. They do not react on tne
allow the steam to escape, then the un- ordered by the committee for the use erous allowance of 10 per
centum for system nor beget the pill habit.
expected happened and the stove ex- of the reading room. Optic.
making the collections which should
ploded. The force was so great that
prompt action and close he remained for several hours, fearing
It threw Mr. Sinnock across the room Mr. Wheeler Got Rid of His Rheu stimulate
on their part. Therefore, I re to shoot the beast, owing to the likeli
work
matism.
striking
him
iron
piece
of
the
and a
"During the winter of 1898 I was so spectfully recommend that you forth hood of onlv woundlns: and enraging it
below the knee, injured his leg. He lame in my joints, in fact all over my with
confer with the assessor of your the more. There he hung suspended
gets a consideral le limp on him, but ldy, that I could hardly hobble county
and see to it that such lists are between heaven's cerulean blue and
worse.
no
glad
it's
that
feels
around, when I bought a lottle of immediately prepared
and forwarded the bobcat's yawning Jaws until the
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. From the to the clerks of all school
boards with- - Baumgartner boys arrived and cleared
Saved Him From Torture.
first application I began to get well.
There Is no more agonizing trouble and was cured aad have worked stead in your otnciai jurisdiction with in- - the field of danger. Paddy's hair is
than piles. The constant itching and ily all the year. P Wheeler, North-woo- structions to proceed expeditiously to now gray and he stutters when he
N. Y. For sale by all druggists. the collection of this tax due for the talks. Wlckenburg
burning make life intolerable.. No poo
past year.
sition is comfortable. The torture is
, Miss Claude Albright.
unceasing.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Saved Her Child's Life
The. law dots not specify any par
A writer in Munsey's Magazine for
Salve cures piles at once. For skin
"In three weeks our chubby little
time
for
ticular
collecting
reve
this
diseases, cuts, burns, bruises, all kinds February, in an article regarding the nue, and there Is no question (so I am boy was changed by pneumonia almost
of wounds It is unequalled. J. S. Gerall, Paris stage, has this to say about Miss
a skeleton, writes Mrs. W. Watadvised by the solicitor general of the to
St. Paul, Ark., says: "From 18G5 I Claude Albright, of this city:
kins, of Pleasant City, Ohio. "A ter
territory), but
the amounts due rible cough set in, that, in spite of a
suffered with the protruding, bleeding
"Five Americans have sung at the for the year 1901that
may yet be collected good doctor's treatment for several
piles and could find nothing to help Comique.
Sibyl
Sanderson,
They
are
me until I used DeWitt's Witch Hazel
and such collection enforced, if neces weeks, grew worse every day. We
Salve. A few boxes completely cured Rose Redda, Fanchon Thompson, Mary sary, by suit and attachment of any then used Dr. King's New Discovery
Miss propei ty possessed by
me." Beware of counterfeits. J. H. Garden and Claude Albright.
the delinquents for consumption, and our darling was
Sanderson has lately sung at the
O'Reilly & Co., B. H. Briggs & Co.
is most desirous to make a fresh soon sound and well. We are sure this
It
o
Opera, and the two last named are on beginning here and now, early in
medicine saved his life." Mil
the grand
LAS VEGAS.
lions know It's the only sure cure for
the present roster of the Comique., year, in respect to this matter, so that
pnnirha
pnlrla anil nil limp HlRPnapa All
Wnat makes the fact especially grati- by the close of 1902. at least $100,000.
guarantee satisfaction. 50c,
druggists
From the Record.
one
Is
fying to the patriot
that but
including amount due ror ism, shall Ji.oo. Trial bottles free.
Mrs. O. H. Rhodes and two children other foreign country Is repVesented
have been realized for the benefit of
are reported quite 111.
Denmark In the single person of the public schools from
Deming.
this source
While going home Tommy Fox slip Mme. Acte.
Deming is being talked of every
alone..
ped and fell on the sidewalk, sustain
the attention
"In her examinations, which took
And, as a matter of official protec where, and is attracting
ing slight Injuries.
she deserves from all quarters. In con
place last spring, Miss Albright ex tion for
assessor,
I
suggest
the
would
sequence of this great interest and to
Misses Josie Ilfeld and Carroll Palen perienced a little triumph. Before tne
will arrive In the city from Santa Fe decision was announced she received also that it would be prudent if he de rive those interested in this town there
to visit Mrs. I. Bacharach, sister of nattering offers from outside mana mands a receipt from the clerks for will be an excursion run from El Paso
such lists, said receipts to be filed in on the 17th Inst., bo that all those in
Miss Ilfeld.
gers.
In conveying its verdict the
may nave
A horse of one of the Las Vegas committee expressed doubt as to her nis omee. and thus, in case of con- attendance at tne carnival
for themselves
see
to
opportunity
an
troversy,
easy
rendering
fix
to
it
the
wagons
ran Americanism 'Because, mademoiselle,
Meat Supply company's
talked of town. An
where this very much
away and while speeding along in his you have not even a suspicion of ac responsibility for
opportunity will be given those who
properly
belongs.
it
fright came in contact with a large cent!" Her vojee s a contralto. By
trip to acquire property here
Kindly acknowledge the receipt of take this
telegraph pole on the corner of Sev way of an interesting corollary to the
exceedingly
low figure. This op
an
at
respectfully, etc.,
portunity is not limited to the excur
enth and National streets, where the previous argument, Miss Albright this letter. Very
J. FRANCO CHAVES,
sionists, but will be extended to any
wagon was broken and damaged con could have made her debut at the
Supt.
Pub. Instruction, etc.
who may wish to be present at the
siderably.
Grand Opera, but prefered to begin at
sale, from other towns. It will pay
At a meeting of some of the mem- the Comique."
you to be present.
Clerk's Wise Suggestion.
bers of the cavalry troop at the ofllce
o
"I have lately been much troubled
Engaged.
of Captain Reid it was definitely deThe Wearing of the Green
belching and sour
witn dyspepsia,
engagement
has been announced stomach." writes M. S. Mead, leading
cided that the first military ball be The
Those green tags on our winter
of Theo. Wilson, the genial manager of pharmacist of Attleboro, Mass. "I goods mean that you can wear the
given by Troop A on next Monday
at Rosenthal hall. A committee the Cochiti store in Albemarle, and could eat hardly anything without suf- - goods that the tags are on at a much
Mrs. Lizzie Johnson, an accomplished fering several hours. My clerk sug- lower price than they aie actually
of three, consisting of Edward J.
We are gested 1 try Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, worth. Because all our winter goods
Manuel Henrlquez and James young widow of Albuquerque.
i did with most nappy results. must and will be sold. Simon Stern
not.
Informed
as
to
exact
the
date
the which
. Duncan, Jr., was appointed to take
I have had no more trouble and when the Railroad avenue clothier.
occur,
heartily
event
we
is
join
to
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dorse Kodol Dyspepsia Cure heartily." Clarkville yard. It does not c'.inker
Hot Splngs, in honor of Gov. M. A. of Albuquerque's fairest daughters.
You don't have to diet. Eat all the Phone your orders.
Bland Herald.
Otero and his staff..
good food you want but don't overload
JOHN S. BEAVEN, Prop
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the stomach. Kodol Stomach Cure di
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gests your food. J. H. O'Reilly & Co.
Doming needs one hundred new
Coffee Drinking Responsible.
B. 11. Briggs & Co.
houses to supply the demand, and
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"At a dinner party a number of years
needs them now. This demand con
Mrs. M. J. Warner rt turned from a ago a physician made this statement
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tlnues to grow.
visit of several weeks' duration with 'Coffee drinking is responsible for
friends in Albuquerque.
more ills than any other one thing, but Amount Thus Far Turned In by New
Now Is the Time
Mexico Auxiliary Committee.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince returned it is impossible for me to make my
To buy a nice ton of coal from the
report
following
of
The
contributions
home from a two months' visit to New patients believe It.'
Clarkville yards. You are sure to be
York. Washington, Detroit and other
"Neither would I believe him but to the auxiliary committee for New satisfied.
'eastern points.
continued to drink my coffee with Mexico in charge of the McKinley me
JOHN S. BEAVEN. Prop.'
Capt. John James, deputy superin- sweet content. Alter a time I became morial fund shows a degree of gener
osity
ships over 100.000 head of
tendent of the territorial penitentiary, aware of the fact that I was frequently very and spirit of patriotism that is Deming
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o
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white man's burden, which, Judging side work was given up for I could Santa Fe county schools
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from his unsteady gait, was too big for hardly bear the little fatigue of the Albuquerque
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52.20
day. 'Nervuus prostration brought on Baton
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143.90 two windmills and tanks, and fine irri
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under a ten yeais' sentence, is
"I had heard of Postum Food Coffee
The best cough cure is Dr. Jos.
taking her fate very hard and is very and determined to try It. The first cup
Gray's, 25 cents a bottle, at J. H.
was so weak and flat that It was not) fit He Recommends Chamberlain's Cough O Heilly & Co.
sad and much broken up.
Hemeay.
Rivenburg has been cutting ice on to drink. The next time it was pre"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
the south side and has been ttoring a pared I vio .ed alter it myself to see Remedy
for a number of years and
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Meal stations.
Nob. 3 and 4 run ually between Chlcasro. San Francisco and Los Angeles
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars dally through between Chicago and San Francisco and Chicago and Los Angeles.
Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars daily through between Chicago and San Francisco and Chicago and Los Angeles.

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado can be reached only by this line.
The California Limited carries the following new equipment:
Buffet Smoking Car, Harvey Dining Car, and Observation Sleeping Car, between Chicago and Los Angeles; Double Drawing Kuom Sleeping Car, between
Chicago and San Diego; Double Drawing Room Sleeping Car, between Kansas
City an- - Los Angeles.
Connections at La Junta from Denver and at I.os Angeles for San Diego and
Santa Barbara. Fastest train to Southern California and over the shortest line.
T.lmlted to six cars, wide vestlbuled, electric lighted. No finer train anywhere.
The observation Car contains ten sections and a handsomely finished observation room. The Buffet Smoking Car contains a spacious smoking and reading
room with buffet. Both these cars are su pplied with current periodicals and stationery.
All meals en route will be served In th e dining car, under the direction of Mr.
Fred Harvey.
tickets
No extra fare charged on the Californ la Limbed. Regular first-cla,
only are required.
.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Albuquerque, N. M.
ss

.

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

o)

Iwer

have

Calls attention to the fact that:
;
It is the only Standard Guage Route from the United States frontier to Mexico City.
It Is the only line in Mexico that can offer the traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
Rn.im Sleepers, lighted by Plntsch Gas.
It Is the only line by which you can tiavel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It is the only line by which you can travel without change from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen million inhabitants of .Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Mojada, Mapiini, Fresnillo,
Parral, Guanaeevl, Duiango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato, Sombrerete, Pach-uca- ,
etc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000. inhabitants in the Republic of Mexico that are not jeached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central

Railway:
Chihuahua 30,098 Inhabitants; Parral 1C.382; Zacatecas 34,438;
Guanajuato 40,580; Leon 63,2C3;Guadalajara 101,208; Queretaro
Zamora' 12.533; Aguascalientes 37,816; Irapuato 19,640.
It also reaches the cities of Torrean 13.845; San Luis Potosl
60.S58; Tamplco (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celaya 25.5C5; Pachuca
38,-01-

37.1S7; City of Mexico 368,777.

Dally Pullman service between St. Ixuis, Mo., and Mcx'.co City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A- - Mexico City.
W. S. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.
Oi
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Herald, the alliance with the First Nareception and ball at Santa Fe last
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tional bank interests is taken as sig
Saturday, returned to the city last
nificant. W. H. Moore was recently
R. B. Thomas, of Cerrlllos. spent night, and will remain here in order
elected a director of the bank, and J. Sunday in the city visiting his family. to attend the reception to Judge Baker
Pierpont Morgan controls it. These
J. W. Akers and M. A. Ortla, of San at the Commercial club tomorrow
facts have led to the supposition that
Fe, are In the territorial metropolis night.
ta
3C
new railroad alliance has been
H. J. Ramer, member of the firm of
today.
Last Saturday, at the shops, the new lous. He was taken to the county hos- formed.
A. B. McGaffey & Co., came in from
Fe
engine for the electric plant was un- pital at Prescott last night Williams
Santa
Watch Inspector Arthur
This being the case, the
hi
Arizona cattle ranch last night,
loaded.
News.
combination with the Northern proper- Everltt was a north bound passenger where he superintended the shipment
morning.
this
Burlington,
New machinery and new machinists
and the
ties 'and the
of some range horses, and ' will re6HOP INSPECTORS.
syndicate with the Reck
are being received tt the local shops
Louis Trailer, the sheep buyer, who main here a few days, before proceed
every day.
To Be Appointed By Santa Fe Au- Island in the southwest, are in a posi was; at Trinidad on business, has re- ing to his New Mexico ranch near
tion to make an Interesting fight. Re- turned to the city.
No. 672, the mountain helper at
thority Over Master Mechanics.
Watrous.
All over the whole Santa Fe system, cently the Rock Island entered into a
Messrs. George P. Learnard and
has eon sent to the La9 Vegas
Al Coleman, who has a good paying 3
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agreement
with
the
traffic
southwest,
regreatest
topic of interest is the
shops for repairs.
the
Thomas Hall were north bound passen business at Santa Rosa, is here on a
to
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a
traffic
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are
make
at
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gers this morning. '
Owing to heavy service, a number organization of the mechanical departvisit to his wife and relatives, and will
and it was stated at that time
of road engines are In the local and ment of the road. Topeka is the vor- Paso,arrangement
L. N. Shaw, collector for the Whit remain a few days. He is thoroughly
entirely
made
the
says
tex
of
v'o
revolution,
the
the State
Las Vegas shorB for repairs.
ney company, la at home today nurs- enthusiastic over the future prospects
Aside from the cheer and
satisfactory to the Rock Island. The ing
,
a sprained ankle.
Clarence Sl.liif 3 ha3 been acting In Journal.
of Santa Rosa, and states that it is
comfort it gives to life
Intimates that a con
now generally believed that the
is
It
the capacity of
at the Williams position of general master mechanic nection between El Paso and Los AnIeonard Skinner, who is in charge the liveliest and best town now along
depot during the absence of N. J. Hud- of
line of the new Rock Island-E- l
the Santa Fe is to be abolished. The geles is likely, thus giving the Rock of the Ba'ilrldge saw mill near Golden, the
son.
Faso
railroad.
is
city
in
on
the
business.
ocean.
Island a road to the Pacific
three general master mechanics
Samuel Bushcy has returned from
Walter Connell came up from Los
The company is also figuring on
Smith and Paxton have all reHOTEL ARRIVALS.
the east, and he, with Engineer Peter signed. What plans will be arranged many important extensions in Texas. Lunas this morning to accept a posiLynn, will ho marked up for duty on o handle the wok now done by these Oklahoma and Indian Territory, and it tion with Gross, Kelly Co.
STURGES' EUROPEAN.
the Las Vegas slate.
Dr. J. W. Laws. Ft. Stanton, N. M.;
three men is the main topic of specula- is rumored that the Burlington, Cedar
Capt. William Jenks, the well known
is friendship's pledge In
Rapids & Northern will soon be taken miner and mine operator, has returned E. F. Badershaw, Denver; F. J. Brady,
F. A. Neely, who Is In the city, Is a tion.
happy hours.
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Rumor has it that shop inspectors over and operated as a division of. the from a business trip to Bland.
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H.
marie;
J.
Ramer,
M.;
N.
Mr. Neely is the expert sent out by are to be appointed whose authority Rock Island.
Watrous.
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Max Baer, Denver; Frank Rossi, Trini
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The
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and
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dad. Colo.; E. C. Halsey, Denver; E. C.
mechanics, and who will, be in general
the new compound engines.
gers for Santa Fe this morning.
and
the
Dedman, Alamogordo; J. H. Coe and
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inspector
of
will
be
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each
stationed at
shop employes of
two
No More Dandruff.
Everybody in the northwest knows sojourn In this city, departed for their Paso; II. J. Haverkampf. W. D. McCoy,
the Galveston road at El Paso, have the large Santa Fe shops. Over the
Los Angeles last night.
San Rafael; W. E. Dame, city; C. D.
resigned their positions and will leave shop inspectors will be appointed, it is Colonel Dante Searles, the veteran home at
Co.
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expected
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and
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Butte.
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authority will be over the grand divisdays.
Wholesale liquor merLas Lunas; J. W. Akers, M. A. Ortiz,
odist congregation next Sunday.
road, and who will be in- I used a oorple of bottles of Newchants, distributors.
The San Marcial Dee says:
reThe ions ofIn the
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with
marvelous
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Mr. Lyons was not able to attend Santa Fe; L. Skinner, Golden, N. M.;
freight business on this division is ferior authority only to Superintend- sults. The dandruff disappeared; a
West Railroad Ave.
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heavy at present. It Is a common oc- ent Henderson and his assistant. re- new crop of hair has taken root and to his duties at the Lead avenue Stailey, St. Louis; C. A. Stephens, J. R.
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the installation of the workmen at the germ that digs up the scalp In scales Phoenix, Ariz., where he has entered H. C. Jeffries and wife, Kansas City.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Miss Mollie Maher, of Iowa, arrived new shops in Topeka and the natural as It burrows its way to the root of
HOTEL HIGHLAND.
in San Marcial a couple of weeks ago, changes which result from such an im- the hair, where it rieBtroys the vitality the employ of the Singer Manufactur
DENTISTS
J. A. Raynolds, Chicago; J. H. Giffln,
of the hair, causing the hair to fail ing company.
and has decided to spend the balance portant move.
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Kill the dandruff germ with
E. J. Alger, D. D. 3.
Contractor Anson went to Ber Mrs. S. C. Rutherford, Pittsburg, Pa.;
of the winter months in that town. The
It Is said that the brick building
ARMIJO BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brothers.
lady is a sister of Jack Maher, now a known as the "east erecting shop," Herplclde.
nalillo this morning to look after the Louis Trauer. Los Lunas: J. W. Wil
hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m. ; 1:30 p. m
work on the new Putney warehouse liams, city; E. Blakeslee. Hatlcttsville, Office
construction fireman on the Disbee now used for the lQcomotlve .building
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working in the Raton yards, as yard will also be moved out. The whole im railroad in this state to place a bulletin Santa. Fe last Saturday. He returned Borchert, city.
be found In the office and represent me.
muster, came down from the Gate City mensc building now occupied by so board in a conspicuous place at each to the city last night.
Business will receive prompt and efficient
NEW METROPOLITAN.
attention.
yeaterday to resume his former posi- many different departments will be de- of its ticket offices, upon which shall
Miss Carrie Titus, of Kansas City,
Caleb Russell, Des Moines, Iowa; H
voted exclusively to the water service
tion in the yards here.
I. M. Bond
be bulletined the time that each train who was here on a visit to Mrs. G. L J. Moore, Emporia, Kan.; R. G. Steven- foundry.
new
the
department
and
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street. N.
Young,
C. H.
division superintendent
upon
passengers
which
are
is
hauled
passenger
was
to
Las
a
Brooks,
Crus
eon,
Chicago.
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands,
The proposed foundry will do nearly duo to
of the Wells, Fargo Express company,
pub
depart
and
arrive
under
its
patents, copyrights, cavlata, letters pates last Saturday night.
Denver, accompanied by Dudley Evans, all of the work which is now handled lished schedule.
ent, trade marks, claims.
Swift Classic Calendara.
,
probate
Baca,
Atchison.
foundry
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the
by
Hon.
at
Seaton's
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Albuquerque
for San
passed through
is
of
2.
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to
be
duty
What
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the
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be
each
Sec.
shall
the
It
William D. Lee
court judge, is in the city from Pena
the Santa Fe has done very
Francisco last Saturday night. Mr. Heretofore
Office, room 7,
except in brass. railway company at each telegraph Blanca, and.ls holding court this after- most artistic calendars of the season ATTORNEY-AT-LAEvans is the new president of the com- little foundry work,
&
has been Issued by Swift Co., of Chi N. T. Arm Jo building. Will practice in
The work of the water service depart station upon its line, thirty minutes noon at the court house.
territory.
courts
pany, vice J. J. Valentine, deceased.
all
tho
of
the
cago. "Swift's Classic Calendar" is its
ment has been greatly hampered by before the time that its said trains are
Hon. R. E. Twitchell, the well known title, and it consists of four art panels,
The locomotive works of the United lack of room, and it is likely that in aue to arrive at such station, to bulle
R. W. D. Bryan
away
stay
Inches, reproductions
each leaf 7x16
States bulk 3.384 locomotives during. stead of employing about 100 men as tin the fact upon said board as to Las Vegas atorney, cantAlbuquerque.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
any
from
length
of
time
of paintings by Jules Delaroche, the M. Office, First National Bank building.
1901, ifbt including compound engines.
present, the water service force will whether such train is on time or not, He was here again last night.
at
famous French artist. The subjects
Then the railroad workshops of the number from 200 to 300.
and if schedule time, to state as nearly
Frank W. Clancy
Mrs. L. T. Delaney, of "Delaney's represent "lusty, spring, freshly budapproximately
done,
be
can
as
the
various companies turned out a large
shop
pattern
within
new
stands
The
. iLAW, rooms 2 and 8,
ATTORNEY-street,
Candy Kitchen," South Second
ded," "sweet summer, the summer of N. T( Armijo building,
number The business of the year is a few feet of the proposed foundry length of time it is behind.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Sec. 3. Whenever there is, by rea- who was on a visit to Trinidad rela youth," "autumn, harbinger of health
said to have been the largest in any building.
W.
E.
Dobson
night.
home
last
or
one year in the experience of the inreturned
son
tlves,
a
of
prosperity,"
otherwise, break
accident
and
"winter, frosty and
Tho big engine in the machine shop
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromdustry.
Thos. A. Lister, who is interested In Joyous."
will operate among other things an air or obstruction on any railroad which
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
any
passenger
on
delay
said
will
train
panel,
Is
On
which
first
peosays:
called
the
The
The Coconino Sun
the development of New Mexico mines
larger
compressor which Is
John H. Stlngje,
ple of Arizona along the lin of the than the present air compressor. This railroad, it shall be. the duty of such and who visited the mines of the south- "Spring," is portrayed a woman gown
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell
Santa Fe Pacific will be pleased to will therefore more than dduble the railroad company to cause the fact of ern section of the territory, has return- ed in a Grecian costume. She is inhalN. M.
ing the fragrance of the lilac. Flowers
learn that Arthur G. Wells has been power of the compressed air plant at such break or obstruction and the hour ed to this city.
of its occurrence and the probable de
appointed general superintendent of the Bhops.
PHYSICIANS
H. J. Haverkampf, in the general He in profusion on the table beside
which she ia standing. On the second
the Santa Fe lines west, of AlbuquerAlready the work of dismantling and lay "by reason thereof, and the passenRafael,
at
San
business
merchandise
Dr. J. E. Bronson
que. Mr. Wells is a thorough and cap- overhauling the old machinery in the gers aboard such train shall be in- Valencia county, is here interviewing panel, entitled "Summer," the Grecian
Homeopathic Physician, Blooming
represented.
is
June
bath
able railroad man, is genial and accom- machine shops is in progress. Ma formed of the probable delay.
merchants,
and
local
wholesale
the
Whiting- Block..
Room 17,
modating, and his many friends ir chines which have been In service for
rosea add a seasonable effect. "Aut
will remain a few days.
Over Sixty Years.
by
panel,
Arizona will note with pleasure his twenty years are being put in shape
represented
umn,"
third
the
W. N. Parkhurst has shifted his temAn old and well tried remedy.
promotion to a more responsible posi- to be moved into the new shops. In the
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has porary quarters from El Paso to Tuc- brings with it its wealth of fruit. The
tion.
fourth and last panel indicates "Winnew shops electricity will be used very been used for over sixty years by son, where
STEVE LALLINi, Prop.
he will talk up Equitable
The Williams News says: Conduc- extensively as a motive power. Ac millions of mothers for their children Life Assurance matters to the people ter." The holiday season Is being an
tffclpated and there are mistletoe and
tor Scott blocked the crossing west of cording to Superintendent rtenderson while teething with perfect success of that town for a few weeks.
We handle the finest line of Liquors
holly. The four leaves are held togeth and Cigars. All patrons and friends
about fifty electric motors will be util It soothes the child, soften the gums
the depot last Sunday evening
C. A. Stephens and J. R. Carpenter, er by a silk bow.
cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg.
longer than the time limit of ized in the new shops for driving ma- allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is of Bland, are in the city. They say
South Second street.
The calendar will be sent to any ad
ten minutes. A warrant was sworn out chinery.
drug
by
tc
Sold
taste.
pleasant
the
mine
at
force
Albemarle
has dress for 10 cents in stamps or money.
the
It Is thought that the new machine gists in every part of the world the
for his arrest next day, but he had
been greatly reduced and many of the Address Swift & Co . Union Stock
slipped through town and returned to shops will be ready for occupancy some Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value miners have now left the district.
Yards, Chicago, 111. ,
WInslow. He was telegraphed to c ime time next fall
Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
o
The basket ball game between the
down or be brought down, so after
Mis. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
Not Ornamental.
The Last Heard Of It. "
boys of the Central school and those of
thinking the natter over he sent $10,
no other kind.
take
those green tags on our goods
"My little boy took the croup one
the Indian school, scheduled for last areNonot
the customary fine, and was allowed to night
ornamental, they mean busiand soon grew so bad you could
SANTA FE OFFICIAL CHANGES.
place
Saturday
not
did
take
afternoon,
Automatic 'phone 574..
remain at liberty. This will be a les- hear him
ness. They stand for price reductions
breathe all over the house,"
son to others, as there is considerable says F. D. Reynolds, Mansfield, Ohio, C. M. Taylor Becomes Mechanical Su owing to sickness at the latter Bchool.
the real reductions and not the 2101 South Second Street.
annoyance caused by trains stopping "We feared he would die, but a few
W. H. Andrews, president of the imaginary. Simon Stern, the Railroad
Albuquerque. N. Mex.
perintendent at La Junta.
on the crossing.
doses of One Minute Cough Cure quick
The directors of the Santa Fe road Santa Fe Central Railway company, avenue clothier. o
ly relieved him and he went to sleep.
a new department, to be came down from Santa Fe last night
In Deming another good hotel is
Something That Will Do You Good. That's the last we heard of the croup. have created
We know of no way in which we can Now isn't a cough cure like that valua known as assistant to the general man to meet Vice President W. S. Hope needed to accommodate the enormous
ager.
up
well,
who came
from the south this Increase of population.
be of more service to our readers than ble?" One Minute Cough Cure is ab
D. E. Cain, of Topeka, chief clerk to morning.
o
to tell them of something that will be solutely safe and acts immediately
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Cure for Depleted Pocketbooks.
of real good to them. For this reason For coughs, colds, croup, grip, bron Manager Mudge, has been appointed
Seven united by letter and six on
FIRE INSURANCE,
Buy your clothing and furnishing
we want to acquaint them with what chitls and all other throat and lung to fill the place.
Henry Lautz, of probation at the Lead avenue Method- REAL ESTATE,
goods at our green tag sale and you
we consider one of the very best rem- troubles it is a certain cure.
Very President Ripley's office, succeeds Mr,
lit church yesterday. Others have will have money left. Simon Stern,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
edies on the market for coughs, colds, pleasant to take. The little ones like Cain.
sent for letters or have signified a the Railroad avenue clothier,
and .hat alarming complaint, croup. it. J. H. O'Reilly & Co., B. H. Briggs
ROOMS 1214, CROMWELL BLOCK.
To do the work of the master me desire to unite on probation who will
o
We refer to Chamberlain's Cough Rem- & Co.
Automatic Telephone 174.
In Deming the demand for rental
were
which
offices,
of
three
chanlc's
edy. We have used it with such good
so.
do
soon
o
is
five
houses
excess
of
times
in
the
super
abolished,
recently
"mechanical
long
family
so
our
it
in
that
results
HEAVY DAMAGES.
was expected supply.
Mr. Thompson
intendents have been appointed at To to speak at the Leadwho
has become a household necessity. By
avenue
Methodist
o
any
we
doubt
use
prompt
haven't
its
Actions Based on An Accident in E. P. peka, San Bernardino, Cal.; La Junta
Bring in your tinware and have It
First street '
but that it has time and again preventColo., and Cleburne, Texas. Only one church Sunday found that his ticket repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com& N. E. Yards a Month Ago.
BROU., Proprietors.
BALLING
upon
leave
given
him
to
testimony
required
croup.
is
California
for
The
ed
Suit for $15,00it damages was filed appointment has yet been made, that on Friday.
pany.
our own experience, and we suggest against
in
work
church
the
His
Tay
the El Paso & Northeastern of C. M. Taylor, at La Junta. Mr.
o
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
that our readers, especially those who railway Saturday
by Maria S. Martinez lor was formerly master mechanic at was greatly appreciated.
Let us figure on your plumbing. Alhave small children, always keep it in
Elmer E. Veeder, hearing Indian buquerque Hardware company.
We desiie patronage, and we
their homes as a safeguard agafnst for the death of her son, Zenobia Mar- Raton. N. M.
depredation claim evidence against
croup. Camden (S. C.) Messenger. tinez, who was killed In an acclde-n- t in
guarantee
s
baking.
o
Millions
To
Work.
Put
government,
by
to
the
druggists.
has
returned
all
207 S. First street, Mbuquerque, N. M.
the
For sale
the yards of the rnmvapv in Fl F'iso
Deming!
you
Don't
overlook
It
if
new
wonderful
activity
of
the
The
city from the south. Captain William
on December "'. i:r'. T':.
eel
century
shown by an enormous de- Ho: chert, who acted as interpre ter, has are looking for a sale and paying
Attempted Sirtcide.
wa-an employe t,f the cflmi". v nnd mand foris the world's best workers
Mc.n'ircw, an ol.Hinie brake-nir.- was riding
MELINI & EAKIN
returned to the city.
on a fiat ar wren it imp-M- i Dr. King's New Life Pills. For con- a
and opt rotor on the Santa F, and
piled
was
nn.l
top
the
ou
track
biliousness,
entertaining
W.
sick
headache,
Mrs.
D.
stipation,
Mrs.
is
Iee
WHOLESALE LIQUORS, CIGARS
r?
until recently manager of the Ash ;f him. injuring rim so serials!;.'
fiat or any trouble of stomach, liver or Van Houghton, wife of the president
Fork house, made an unsuccessful at- he died, it ij alleged by the pla'v.tiff
kidneys they're unrivaled. Only 25c of t.ie Maxwell Land Grant company,
We tindle everything in our Hue
tempt at suicide early yesterday morn- that the accident wrs t.v? to the r.
at all druggists.
and Mrs. J. D. Leahy, wife of the dis
Distillers Agents
ing at Ash Fork. McAndrew had been
o
of the company in not i
:i 'ng
county,
attorney
who
Colfax
of
trict
Special
Taylor & Williams
distributors
on a pre traded spree for some tine, a defective
Knights
of
Pythias.
crots'n?. Eyler and i":
arrived last night from Raton.
Louisville, Kentucky
to en his life was the
Lodge.
nnd his
4.
Mineral
No.
are the attorneys for the j hvlr.tiff.
111 P. First St.. Albuquerque. N. AL
Knights of Pythias All
res i; r- t n1 j'orary insanity by his
i. aft Saturday O. A. Matson and wife
members
ovorir.i'iii!' iu i. As he was out of
are
to
busily
requested
engaged
moving
were
Into
in
When you lack energy . do no' ifl'sh
GENTLEMEN!
be present at their Castle one of the Glllmore cottages on East
work a: i in a ;tiaHe condition was your food, feel d;;l! and stuulil, n'tcr
Our selection of over two thousand
put to
Hall on Gold avenue at 8 Railroad avenue, which they will oc
latf Thursday night in the eating, all you reed is a dns ? of
winter samples, comprising all the
In the
Stomach &
iver Tabb is.
his friends.
room of or.o-to'clock tonight. Visitors cupy in the future. The other cottage
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
as discovered with his They will mae you f et 1! e a
welcomed.
morrin'
will be occupied by Frank Strong and
suitings, fancy vestings. overcoats
a
man and give you tui appetite
FRANK
STRONG,
H.
C. C.
threat l,r"iil!y gashed and both wrists bear.
wife.
and fulldress suits, are ready for
For sale y all
I). E. PHILLIPS. K. of It. & S.
cut. Dr. Tyroler was hastily summoned
your inspection. Our tailoring and
There will be base ball playing ga
by wire and left for Ash Fork on a
o
styles are unexcelled and the prices
ROCK I3LANO CHANGES.
lore in the southern portion of the
Our Green Tag Sales.
Some idea of the extent
liiht
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
city
coming
this
clubs
season.
Two
Have become famous. Twice a year we
injuries can lie had Eetief That This Read Will Sec i
of the
215 South Second street.
among
been
organized from
the
clean out everything in the way of have
fr'ca the fact that it required forty
Ccast Ccnrtectio-i- .
and prices are chopped in shop employes, and they will arrange
The election of three .c;
etHehcs to close the wounds. After
jrs
A. E.
Simon Stern, the Railroad ave- a schedule of games to be competed
regaining consciousness. McAndrew of the Rock Island and Its connection two.
nue clothier.
FIRE INSURANCE
for during the season.
admitted that he had used two razors, with the First National bank In New
o
one In each hand, to do the work. His York have created much interest In
Hon. Solomon Luna and wife, of Ixs
Hot drinks of til kinds served at
Secretary Mutual Building Association
escape from serious injury Is rairacu- - Chicago. According to the Record J. H. O'Reilly & Co.
Lunas, who attended the governor's
'a soda fountain.
Office at J. 0. Baldi ldge's Lumber Yard
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
special agent
for Charles Scribner's publications, Is
In the city taking orders.
Judge Daker will occupy the handsome residence of Delegate 11. S.
No. 802 Kent avenue.
Sam Vann left Saturday night for a
week's trip in southern New Mexico,
inspecting eyes and watches.
There will be a meeting of the ladles
of St. John's Guild at the rectory on
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 p. m.
D. H. Bittner, the commission merchant, has purchased the handsome
P. E. Harroun residence on the Highlands.
T. A. Whitten and wife have purchased four fine residence lots In the
neighborhood of the 13. S. Stover
M. E. Booth, of Denver,

Agents for

McCALL BAZAAR
All

Ro-de-

WILL BUY A PRETTY GOOD MEN'fi
SHOE MOST ANY WHERE, BUT IT
WILL

NOT BUY

IN

ANY OTHER

STORE AS GOOD A SHOE AS WE
OUR

PRICE.

THIS

OFFER FOR

SHOES ARE MADE OF SELECTED

$2.50

BOX CALF OR VICI KID, WITH OAK

AND

SOLES
WEAR.

THEY

ARE

AS MUCH

HIGHER

PRICED

SOLES

AND REPRE-

AND ROUND TOES
SENT

GENUINE

WITH EXTENSION

WELTS

TO

GUARANTEED

STYLE

THE

AS

GOODS.

AN

IN-

SPECTION WILL PROVE THIS.

LOOK THROUGH THE WORLD.

ft

TIs not met with elsewhere.
What? Why better butter than we are
selling at 30. cents a pound. It will pay
you to buy groceries here, because we
always give the best value for the
money; and you can rely on anything

mmm

we sell.

, BllTTFftt

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nob. 118

and

lzO

South Second St.

Special Sale

CITY NEWS.

Mexico.
Did you ever lose your temper by
pulling off the ends of your shoe
strings when you were in a hurry T
Use the Congdon patent lace and you
will avoid this. They have a metal

Pounding Them Down.
Our little pile driver Is 'at work
pounding down prices and can be
plainly seen in our big window. Our
green tag sale is a big success as
value giver. Simon Stern, the Rail
road avenue clothier.

r
Mrs. M. "Mandell.
It is learned that Alderman Thoa. J.
Wright and wife, and the daughter of

.

UHY GOODS.

THE ECONOMIST
MAIL ORDERS

Filled Same

it Received

Our Annual Sale of

.

0.1

Linens and Household Furnishings

.15

4

That'll welcome news for the housekeeper, as it will bo
the finest collection of table linens, towels, napkins, sheets a::d
sheeting?, pillow cases and counterpanes over seen in city.
Napkins

Table Linens
Half Bleached Table Linen,
Inches wide,

only......

Hotel Linen Napkins,
size,
all linen, regular $1.00 napkin;
January Sale ..,
750
Half Bleached Linen Napkins,
size, values up to $1.75 per
doz., January Sale price. . .$1.15
Bleached Linen Napkins, 20
qualities to select from; in all
widths, styles and qualities to
match any of the linens mentioned above; new patterns;
prices range upwards from $1.25.
Huck Towels, size 14x24-incblue and red border; each. 8
Huck Towels, size 17x32-inc10c
assorted borders; each
Huck Towels, extra heavy, size
18x36, in all white and 19x36 in
colored border hemmed towels;

64

33c

a

Hotel Linen, 6 different designs to select a good
wearer, values to 60c, only.42'aC
Table Linen, bleached, fine quality, "8 different patterns to choose from, values to
h

h

75c, only

60c

Bleached Table Linens, 62-lwide, regular 65c value; put in
50c
this sale at only
6 pieces Irish Table Linen, all
different patterns and good
weight, C4 to 68 Inches wide,
values in this lot to 90c per
yard; Special January Sale

75c
price
Satin Damask Table Linen, 68
to 72 inches wide, in both Irish
and German make, all different
patterns, with napkins to match
any of them, values In this lot
up to $1.35 the yard; Special
$1.00
price, a yard

choice

White Counter Panes No. 48,
11x4 size; Special at
50c
White Counter Panes No. 54,
12x4 size: Specie. at
60c
White Counter Panes, good ordinary weight. No. 63, at.... 75c
White counter Panes, extra
good weight, No. 75, at
85c
White Counter Panes, extra
weight and size, No. 90, at. $1.00
All the aoove Crochet Spreads
are pearl hemmed and ready for
use. Marseilles Spreads in exceptionally good values; prices
range Upwards from $1.25 to
$5.00.

DRY GOODS.

THE ECONOMIST.

204 RAILROAD
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Ready Made Sheets
and Pillow Cases
.

All our sheets made with a
- inch hem on one
side and a
2- inch hem on the other, made
of Pepperell or Mohawk muslin,
for less money than the raw
material will cost.
Ready-Mad- e
Sheets. 54x90. . .39c
Ready-Mad- e
Sheets, 63x90. . .45c
Ready-Mad- e
Sheets, 72x90... 49c
Heady-Mad- e
Sheets, 81x90... 55c
1-

Sheets, 90x90... 60c
100 dozen Pillow Cases, sizes
.
a fair quality muslin; Special Price, "each
8c

Heady-Mad- e

P,
PI

0

i

Oi

Is

36x42-lnch-

Muslins and Sheetings

at special reduced prices during

the monui of January.
wide, good quality, Unbleached Muslin
5c
- yard
wide, good quality,
Bleached Muslin"
8c
yd. wide, Unbleached Sheeting
18o
wide Unbleached Sheeting
20e

)PI(
)

IPii

Oi
Oi

1-

Counterpanes

Huck Towels, extra length and
width, actual measurement 28 x
regular value 33c; Spe25c
cial price
24x44
Knotted End Fringe
Damask Towels, our regular 35c
25c
towel; January Special
20x39
Hemstitched Damask
Towels, all white linen, regular
50c value; January Special.. 33c
COCOOCOCOCOCOCOC

12'2c

Bed Spreads and

8 Towels

Shoes

3

I

Day
DRY
OF
8TOCK
GOODS
IN
NEW MEXICO.
THE LARGEST RETAIL

ing.
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The Economist
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J. H. Bearrup, of the wool scouring
wills, left last Saturday night for
Phoenix, Arizona, where he will remain several weeks. Mr. Bearrup is
We still have a nice line left and offer them at the following reduced prices:
the candidate of the socialist party
Ladies' Dongola, Flannel Lined, at $1.25,' $1.50, $1.75, choice for 95 cents. for mayor of Albuquerque.
Ladies' Felt and Quilted Slippers, $1, $1.25' and $1.50, choice for 80 cents.
There will be a regular meeting of
K. Warren post, O. A. R., in Knights
Men's Felt Slippers, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, all for 95 cents.
of Pythias hall, February 4, at 8 p. m.
full attendance is requested. By
order of J. W. Edwards, post commander. W. W. WcDona'.d, adjutant.
Dr. J. W. Laws, of Memphis, Tenn.,
was here yesterday and left last night
for Fort Stanton, where he will become
one of the physicians and surgeons at
tip, but it is invisible, and you could the marine hospital recently establish
not pull it off If you tried to. For ed there by the United States, govern
u
ment.
'
Economize by trading at the Econ- men s or women s shoes, 5 cents a
pair at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe
Col. K. Mandell, who was here the
omist.
past week or ten days vi3itlng relatives
Deming, the gateway to the best Store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Buy your blankets and comforters and friends, left last night for his
Vart of Old Mexico.
Window shades in all colors and of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue, New York home, leaving his daughter,
Miss Brunella, here to enjoy the re
Deming has Just been Incorporated,
widths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
o
mainder cf the winter with her sister,
Deming, the railroad center of New

of Felt

15c

NONE HIGHER

District Clerk Dame and wife, now
full fledged residents of this city, will
occupy the Harroun residence on Walter street.
J. H. O'Rielly, general agent of the
Washington Life Insurance company,
returned from his southern trip yesterday morning.
Dr. L. H. Chamberlin and wife, nee
Miss Mae Heath, arrived last night,
and they will go to housekeeping on
South Walter street.
Charles Rossi, one of the fancy mix
ers at the Sturges European bar, is
enjoying a visit from his brother,
Frank Rossi, who arrived yesterday
from Trinidad, Colo.
C. A. Lampman, the South Second
street painter and base ball enthusiast,
Is happy over the arrival at his home
of a fine baby boy, which made his ap
pearance last Saturday morning.
This evening, at St. Mary's school,
on North Sixth street , Hon. Eugene
Blakeslee, national organizer of the
Catholic Knights of America, will ad- ress the members of the local llodge.
Mrs. C. C. Manning and Miss Mary
Keogh
arrived this morning from
Fort Defiance to attend the
marriage, which will occur
at the Indian school Wednesday even
Dedman-Denniso-

PATTERNS.
Patterns 10 A
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DRY GOODS.
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ing
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...19c

yd. wide Bleached Sheet21c
wide Bleached Sheet,
23c
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Embroidery Special
1,000 yards of Assorted Embroidery and Insertions, values
up to 15c a yard; your choice of
any In tne lot, a yard
5c

ALBUQUERQUE.

u

NEW MEXICO.
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stands that the public is Invited to
tend and meet the new Judge.
DISTRICT

at15

COURT.

Judge B. S. Baker and his clerk,
Captain W. E. Dame, returned to the
city last night from Santa Fe, and held
court in the chambers jit the court
house this morning.
Final judgment was rendered In the
following divorce cases: Maria S. de
Martinez vs. Jose O. Martinez, M. Ana- ya de Greening vs. Pedro Greening and
Antonio Candelaria vs. Maria Tenor- ioda Candelaria; all for desertion.
Anna Gargoura has filed suit against
her husband, Michael Gargoura, charging him with abandonment.
Appeal in the estate of Mary E. Gil- more filed, with M. P. Stamm appel
lant.
of the African Metho
dist Episcopal church for leave to
mortgage property.
In the matter of Harry, Rankin et al
vs. Southwestern urewery ana tea
company, the court thbi morning heard
argument on motion of plaintiffs to appoint a receiver and grant temporary
Injunction.

LAST CALL!
Your last chance to buy Winter Goods at about two- 5 thirds value is now at hand, as they are rapidly
pearing from our shelves and counters.
jj

j

the latter, are at present sojourning
in Baltimore, Md.. and Mrs. Wright is
reported to be quite sick. Th? daughter has entered a well known Catholic
female seminary cf that city.
P. E. Harroun, the well known hy
draulic engineer, will leave tonight for
San Francisco, where he will locate in
I HAVE JUST RECEIVED A JOB LOT OF NAVAJO BLANKETS,
the future. His wife will go up to
AND GERMANTOWN, BOTH LARGE AND SMALL, AND VERY
Santa Fe, and will remain there for
I BELIEVE
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS.
THE PUBLIC WIlL FIND THE several weeks, after which she will
join her husband in San Francisco.
iPRICES ALL RIGHT. CALL AND SEE THEM.
This morning, Charles Heisch, who
L. B. PUTNEY.
says he will some day get rich dabbling in mines, received a bag of fine
luc lb.; Grape Fruit, 10c each; ap
samples from the mine Maud L , locat- ples,
4 lis. 25c; sweet navel oranges,
county,
Arizona. The ore 15c dozen; cooking butter, 20c lb.;
ed in l'uma
are all being sold out at big price reductions, and it will g
is free milling and runs high in gold. Sedgwick creamery butter, 2 lbs. 65c;
Tne mine Is owned by several parties. apple butter, 10c; fresh clams, 30c
pay you to come to us for these goods.
among whom are Mr. Heisch and Capt. pint; patent case oysters, 25c pint.
1
William Borcherts, of this city.
San Jose Market.
S. E. Busser, superintendent of the
o
reading rooms of the Atchison, Topeka
Plumbing.
& Santa Fe system, is spending the
Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest stock of the
We have added a plumbing departgo
city.
day
Mr.
in
to
Busser
ment
will
the
and tin shop to our business.
finest jewels. Lowest prices.
Las Vegas tonight, whore he will meet When you have anything in this line
a party, of Union Pacific officials to to be done see us about ic before plac
make arrangements for a trip along ing your order. Albuquerque Hard'
their line, giving data and some infor ware company.
c
o
RAILROAD AVtNUE
mation on railroad reading room work
Night.
Every
Hot
Tamales
Business is so brisk at the Mausard
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
At the Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
flour mills that thrte shifts have been
will
be
place)
served
tamales
hot
put on, and it keeps the boys hustling
to get out the rush orders. Charles every night. Families wishing tamales
Mausard, the proprietor, called at The can order by telephone.
o
Citizen office today and emphasized
coocxxxxxxxxxxococ
Who does not take an interest In the
the fact that it pays, and pays well, to
advertise in a paper that has a general burned city Pompeii, Mr, Beattle will
circulation all over the southwest. See take his hearers through the deserted
streets in his lecture tomorrow night.
his advertisement on the f.fth page.
o
All BOOTH'S WHITE
Dr. J. F. Pearce, who was called to
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
Fort Worth, Texas, as a witness in a all kinds. Aibuquerque Harware comMON
LAUNDERED
railroad rase and also on professional pany.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
matters, returned to the city yester
o
ARCH and WILSON
day morning. Ho reports the weather
Fre6h Cut Flewers
down in Texa3 very disagreeable, and
IVES, THE FLORIST.
SHELF AND
says that while he was at Fort Worth
Deniins has now a large ice plant
$1.25 and $1.50
the weather was very playful that is
HEAVY
it would rain, then freeze, then hail and electric light system under con'
AV;H m
tract.
rV
and finally it snowed a little bit.
n
Q
City Marshal McMillin relumed from
Concert for benfllt cf St. John's cbolr
WAGON' WOOD WOUK. IRON PIPE FITTINGS. BRASS GOODS and
Fort Wingate last nithi. where he Friday uight. Admission 23 cent3.
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
o
mined over to th? commanding olflcer
pound.
Creann-rhiitN'r, "5 cents
tin-rthe hobo who confessed to being
OF GALVANIZED CORNICE AND SHEET
MANUFACTURERS
I'.lanchard Meut & Supply Co.
u desnter of the United States army.
METAL GOODS.
The marshal says that Captain Day
TO US FOR PRICES.
WRITE
New
and other officers at Foit Wingate. Old 'Phone
'Phone
5U.
Vol
and Major J. L. Van Doiou, of
SANITARY PLUMBERS, STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
Walkover $3.50 Shoes' "
wi.l be here tomorrow to attend
J. W. Edwards
the reception and bull in honor of
...
O
South First St.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
the best in the worldJudKe Baker at the Commercial club.
Progressive Mortician and I'm

NAVAJO BLANKETS.

NA-TJV- E

Overcoats and Ulsters,
Suits and Trousers,
Heavy Underwear and Hosiery,
Winter Gloves and Mittens.
Flannel and Percale Shirts

Birthday and
Wedding Gifts

Sll ON

-

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

STE RN
.

f
s

tsetter uei in Line

Whitney

A,

buds; shirts,

--

Company

formerly

HARDWA

Only

pt--

r

Ik

Blue-wate-

J

v-r"

.

7

-

SEE

so

WINDOW

DISPLAY.

f

to

r ft .0

The Baker Reception.
The reception and dance in honor of
Hon. Benjamin S. Itaker.the new judge
cf the Second judicial district, will
take place at the Commercial club to
morrow night, and The Citizen under- -

8cocxxxxxxxdcxxocxxxxoc

balmer.
Open day and nicrnt.

cans are

This U a good time for the ounce of
prevention. Chamois vests at Williams. 117 West Railroad avenue.
o
I ATso Fell Monuments
Deming water is chemically pure
N. Second equal to Polan Springs.
Ofilceand parlor

promptly attended to.

m
V
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In These Cold Mornings
you need a coal that will burn up
quickly and radiate a quick heat. Our
Gal'up lump at 5 a ton will Insure
this. Hahn, both 'phones.

